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from San Miguel county, June 9, 1905,
the expenses of the convention had
to serve 50 years for murder.
been (14,152.51 and that the cost of TO PROHIBIT
DELEGATES TO
L
MANY FILES
George Boyle, sentenced from Torthe sixty days' session would prob
to
rance
December
1909,
24,
county,
ably be 147.402.90.
serve 1 to 2 years for burglary and
The committee on the Bill of Rights
ARE
E
TOGETHER
DEGREE
a
larceny.
grand
preliminary report.
AREJNTRODUCED presented
Manuel Gallcla, sentenced from Col
Resolution No. 16, by Francisco
,
,
fax county, November 4, 1909, to serve
Uauna, provided for the interpretation
of every speech, remark, motion, etc.,
15 months to 18 months
for assault Governor Mills Names Six
Convention Is Again Down to the convention In a clear and in Three Important Propositions Caucus Results in Agreement Practically Every Teacher En- with pistol.
EminentJ Citizens to Go
Sesrolled at One of the
That Means Efficiency
Introduced in Arizona
telligent manner. Nestor Montoya
Francisco Borrego, sentenced from
to Hard Work at the
and Jose D. Sena asked that the resoto Indianapolis.
to
October
1909,
23,
county,
Eddy
Harmsions
Held
and
Convention
ny
lution be withdrawn, the president
Capitol
serve 3 years for manslaughter.
AT
mem
the
Spanish speaking,
assuring
Angel Herdandez, .sentenced from
bers that he would maintain
Quiet
'v 'OFFICES
DOING-TYPHOID Luna county, November 20, 1909, to LITTLE
UNIQUE CORPORATION PROVISO VACCINATION FOR
DAILY
A
JOURNAL during Spanish reading. Mr. Gauna
WANTED
serve 1 to 2 years for larceny from
thereupon withdraw his resolution.
dwelling.
A resolution by Eufracio Gallegos.
Portrait of Former Attorney
O- - Bureum
Suggests Game Adjutant General A. S. Brookes
But Mr. Crist' Resolution It Laid that the capltol employes be consid- Comprehensive Scheme of Taxa- H.
OR. EN08 ANDREW8 DIES
General Added to Picture
Will Prevent Delay
That
ered employes of the convention and
tion
Con
Submitted
Make
Public
Some
by
RepubliAT AGE OF 77.
On the Table By Vote
receive compensation as such In addiGallery.
and
Litigation.
can Delegate.
vincing Statistics.
of 57 to 23.
tion to their regular pay. President
Came to New Mexico Half a Century
resolution
that
the
remarked
Spieas
Governor Mills this forenoon ap
Chairman H. O. Bursum of the
Ago and Was Skilled as Dentist,
The school census for Santa Fe
Phoenix, Ariz., Oct. 26. A provision
The convention was called to order had a familiar ring and A. B. Fall sug
pointed the following delegates to the
Jeweler, Farmer and Miner,
be taken prohibiting the "third degree" in po- Committee on Corporations other than county received today by Superintend
should
the
that
pay
gested
Good Roads Congress to be held at
at 2:35 D. m. by President Charles A. out
Santa Fe today lost one of Its oldest
of the 11,200 rent that Is being lice operations, and declaring it to be Municipal, has given the subject of a ent of Public Education James E.
Indianapolis, Indiana, December 9, In
, Spless.
a crime, was Introduced in the consti- corporation commission much
Btudy Clark, showing a school
who came here connection
a
man
Terri
citizens
and
the
convention
the
of
by
charged
population
with the national convenInvocation by the chaplain, Rev. Juand Is the author of a provision In the 5644
tory for the use of the capltol. Eight tutional convention today as part of
against 6677 last rear, a loss of over half a century ago, in the person tion of the American Road Builders
lius Hartman.
which
the
commutes
finreport
will
to
the
proposed declaration of rights, by
33. The city of Santa Fe shows a loss of Dr. Enos Andrews, who died on his Association: W. E. Gortner of Las
capitol employes were enumerated
Minutes by Chief Clerk George W. be
ally adopt by tomorrow, that Is pro- of almost 600
s
It
paid (2 a day additional. W. E. Delegate Ingrahara of Yuma,
persona between the farm here at 6 o'clock this morning. Vegas; C. J. Roberts of Raton; Reed
A r ml Jo. The minutes were approved Garrison mentioned that
nounced
the
to
by
unique
lawyers
use
the
of
In
threats
or
the
torture
possibly
of five and twenty-on- e
years, but He was 77 years of age and un- F. Holloman, Tucumcarl; W. E. Garand ages
as read.
with efforts to obtain evidence. Delegate whom it has been submitted
convention will be presented
Is due to faulty census In til live months ago did not know what rison of Mesilla Park, and J. E. Saint
the
loss
will
which
do away with the delays
The following flies were lntroduo bills for coal, light, water, etc., In ad- Wells of Prescott, Republican, Introillness was. Death was due to liver of Albuquerque.
which li.ivo accom- previous years. This year's census 1b
the and litigation
ed: ,
dition to bill for rent and capltol em- duced a proposition forbidding
trouble.
Territorial Funds.
former
while
in
It
accurate,
years.
comthe
of
work
corporation
No. 69, relating to homesteads and ployes.
Malaqulas Martinez defend- consolidation of competing railroads panied
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
R. E. Asplund says like the
was
as
Dr. Andrews was born In Cayuga
,
missions
states.
in
At
same
the
other
exemptions, by O. A. Richardson. Re ed the resolution in view of the extra and a form of discrimination by comthe following funds:
received
school census he once took of Albu- county, New York, attended the coun- today
work put Upon the employes. C. R. bination. He also Introduced a com time It is pronounced constitutional
ferred to committee on taxation.
2700 but by the try schools, and worked on a farm, From Secundino Romero, clerk of the
was
which
The
eminent
talent.
clause
querque,
by
willlegal
not
scheme
of
taxation.
that
those
and Brlce suggested
prehensive
No. 70, relating to highways
Fourth Judicial District $1,045.55:
splendid constitution
The preamble which Is shorter than provides that whenever the commis- time it had passed from the city clerk acquiring the
public Improvements, by G. A. Rich- ing to do the work should make
sion hands down an order, the party to the authorities at Santa Fe, It had which served him so well for his en- from T. P. Gable, game warden 18.75.
In
that
was
of
as
would.
state
the
men
such
for
any
union,
place
ardson.
Must Give Affidavit.
tire life of three score and seventeen
Jose D. Sena defended the resolu adopted yesterday by the Arizona con or corporation has the right of appeal grown to 3300.
File No. 71. by A. A. Sedillo. refer
George 8. Treat was one of the
to the state supreme court. In the
National Guardsman Dies.
He decided to become a dent election
stitutional
years.
the
contains
It
convention,
that
employes
tion,
capltol
stating
officers at White Oaks, Linring to education.
sum of (30 only nineteen words, and is shorer hy event however, that no appeal Is takAdjutant General A. S. Brookes was ist and at the age of 24 had acquired coln county. His services entitled
File No. 72, relative to sale of In received the "enormous"
commission
must
the
the
en,
present
notified toc'ay that Private Read of the a fine knowledge of the profession him to the sum of $3 out of the
month and that they are not paid one word than that of Texas.
strong
order and accompanying documentary National Guard, one of two hundred moving to .Iowa to follow It. At the
tclcants, by E. S. Stover.
The preamble is as follows:
one cent more for the extra work. The
box of Uncle Sam, but Treat died beFile No. 73, by Q. E. Moffet, creatto
evidence
which
the
court,
supreme
the
United
Ari
the
the
to
state
not
of
of
who were vaccinated against typhoid age of 26 years he grew venturesome fore he could be
does
"We,
people
belong
capltol
no
He
left
paid.
of
equalization.
ing a state board
States but to the Territory and the zona, grateful to Almighty God for will affirm the order it it Is found to fever, during the recent maneuvers, and hearing much of the great south eslate and therefore no administrators
In proper legal form and constitu
File No. 74, by G. E. Moffet, relat United States
be
sum
our
a
for
do
ordain
this
constitu
similar
liberties,
of
died
In
had
to
west
came
pays
the were appointed. Territorial Secretyphoid at Carlsbad, Eddy
Taos, having
tional, thereby creating , promptly a county. Read had taken only one in- meantime
tion."
ing to tax schedules.
rental for the legislative assembly.
acquired a good training as tary Jaffa could not legally pay the
File No. 75, by G. E. Moffet, relatThere was considerable debate pre judicial precedent by the highest tri
T. J. Mabry amended the motion
of
12 to Mrs. Treat, but today he finally
a
a
man
the
instead
of
In
vaccine
he
became
Taos
the Jeweler.
jection
ing to taxation.
that the capltol employes be paid $1 ceding the adoption of the preamble, bunal of the state and ieventtng fur three required, and It is bellevel that ufacturer of Jewelry and he decided received a lengthy form of affidavit
If
tber
useless
and
relatG.
E.
litigation.
delay
Moffet,
File No. 76, by
the committee
reporting one much
day extra.
he was Infected before he was vacci- to continue in that business as he had which Mrs. Treat, the undertaker who
moved that the longer than that adopted, it being of- there is any error in the order, it Is nated. General Brookes
H. O. Bursum
ing to public indebtedness.
says that of developed rheumatism in his wrists, buried Mr. Treat and others must
corto
for
commission
remanded
the
derelatbe
G.
fered
when
as
a
substitute
matter
E.
amount of the appropriation
the
Moffet,
File No. 77, by
is finally affirmed. 11,000 regulars vacclna'ed, only three greatly hindering him from practicing sign and certify under oath. After
before
It
rection
came
In
the
the
committee
the
of
of
rental
the
to
ducted
from
constitutional amendments.
capltol.
up
this affidavit has been filed and aping
The supreme court must be In session took down with typhoid and of these his profession as a dentist
The motion as amended carried and whole.
File No. 78, by G. E. Moffet, relatDr. Andrews moved to Santa Fe in proved. Mrs. Treat will receive the
all times and must give precedence two cases were of doubtful diagnosis
at
will
re
the
employes
The
two
to
capltol
eight
dollars her husband had earned
century mark in propositions to the review of the orders of the and the third had been infected before 1861 and bad since lived here. He fol
legislature.
ing
File No. 79, by F. H. Winston, ini- ceive $1 a day extra to be deducted was passed yesterday afternoon, the
lowed the Jewelry business until 1883 serving Uncle Sam as an election offi
vaccination. All three recovered.
corporation commission,
of
by
the
rental
from
11,200
charged
now
103
total
is
cer.
and
it
being
expected
tiative and teferendum.
when he retired to farm, owning eight
Good Attendance at Institutes.
but a few more will be presented. One
Portrait of an Attorney General.
File No. 80, by B. F. Fankey, ini- the Territory.
Superintendent of Public Instruc- acres in the heart of the city. Twice
A communication from William H. relates to the bill of rlghtB and de
The portrait of former Attorney
and
referendum.
tiative
he
served
and
was
alderman
elected
Clark
E.
tion
James
reports
today
H. Allison of Albuquerque, urging that clares against capital punishment. It
General W. C. Reld, who served in
File No. 81, by B. F. Pankey, relatthat ten counties this year held four with credit to his constituents. He 1906 and 1907, was today added to the
all state officers be permitted to suc- was Introduced by Rev. J. E. Crutch- ing to educational elections.
weeks teachers' institutes, one county was luteresed in mines and owned gallery of portraits In the
ceed ' themselves, was presented by field of Maricopa county, who 1b a
attorney
File No. 82, by Reymundo Harrison, President
held eight weeks, fifteen counties bad property near Cerrillos.
Methodist minister. Another makes
Spless.
general's office at the capltol.
relating to education.
Dr. Andrews are a wld
to eight
Session.
two
addition
in
this
Surviving
stockholders
banks
of
weeks,
liable
the
Friday's
for
File No. 83, by H. B. Fergusson, iniThat the constitutional convention debts and deposits.
weeks at the two normal schools and ow, two sons, Edward Andrews and
I
tiative and referendum.
means to do business and do it exThe first participation by the Re
two weeks at the Mountainalr Chau- Frank Andrews and two grand chil CONSTITUTION MAKERS SHOULD
File No. 84. by J. W. Childers. re peditiously was apparent this forePUT ASIDE POLITICS.
In the actual making of the
tauqua. The attendance at two weeks dren. Misses Kathryn and Frances An
com- noon at the flrBt Saturday and the publicans
to
Referred
to
insurance.
I -lating
constitution occurred when S. W. F.
Institute was 1331. and atfour weeks drews. He has a sister, Mrs. W. J, And
Work
the Best Interests
for
mittee on corporations.
first forenoon session held thus far. Cooper and 8. L. Kingan of Tucson
Institute 189 who were paid $16 eacfcWhite, In Los Angeles and a sister
All the People Says Colonel
File No. 85, by W. E. Garrison. The adoption of a rule limiting the introduced
22 days. Curry county and brother in New York state.
caused
This
for
propositions.
attending
F W, Parker, Isidore Armljo and C debate on the initiative and referen- some surprise as it had been intiHad Interesting Career.
led with an attendance of 118 and the
"
f
jT'
K. Miller, relative to the initiative and dum to three hours and on the entire mated by the minority members that
In discussing the career of Dr. An
Normal school at- Silver City was secreport of the legislative department no propositions would be Introduced
w. uoDson, or Albuquer
coionei
referendum.
ond with 110. San Miguel had an at- drews, a resident here who knew him
an"
File No. 80, by Mdoro Armljo, relat- to eight hours, and the passage of
oy them,
"He was In many que, arrived in Bania'Fe ywneMay
71, well said today:
Roosevelt
of
84,
tendance
Quay
85,
other resolution that all committees
afternoon, and when questioned as to
ing to term of state officers.
The convention is now making rap
Normany University 70, Chaves 67, ways a remarkable man, and one who hiB miBsIpn stated: "I am here strictIn full by next Wednesday, InFile No. 87, by W. E. Garrison, re report
id progress and leaders predict tti.il
Snnta Fe 67, Colfax 65, Union 50, had such perseverance and will power ly on legal business, and at the same
drafted
constitution
the
dicate
that
the Initiative and referendum and
lating to the Australian ballot.
Eddy 49 Bernalillo 48, Torrance 43, that it Is not surprising he lived to a time as one of the pioneer citizens of
will reach CongresB in good time to
File No. 88, by W. E. GarrlBon, rela- let New Mexico
Guadalune and Taos 41 each. Otero 40, good old age. He must have suffered New Mexico I am interested in the
in as a state before prohibition will be adopted this week
Several propositions were given
tive to educational Institutions.
March 4, next. Both rules were
Mora, Valencia and San Juan 37 each, Intense pain during the past few result of the deliberations of the one
their second reading and referred
File No. 89, by J. H. Canning, relatand months, but if he did, none of those hundred men who are now
Socorro 29, Grant 28, Lincoln
unanimously and that means
adopted
engaged in
for
21, about him knew 1L He was always framing the constitution under which
ing to bonded indebtedness.
Is agreed to this Among them was one providing
23 each, Dona Ana
Mountainalr
the
that
minority
'
was
File No. 90, by W. E. LindBey, rela- - program. It Is proposed to go into the separate submission of statewide
phenom the present and future generations
Rio Arriba 20, Sierra 18, Sandoval 13, cheerful and his memory
enal. A great reader, and a man who must live.
committee of the whole from Monday prohibition.
.tlng to duties of state offices.
Luna 7 and McKinley C.
Another was Mr. Orme's general
HON. H. 0. BURSUM.
several
File No. 91, by James E. Hall and C, on and to be In almost continuous
had taken up
"Constitutional makers are not born
School Census.
professions, he
M. Compton, with reference to taking session until every matter Is disposed election proposition In which It ap
School Superintendent John was a delightful conversationalist. He with any special providential powers,
County
made
use.
an
had
error
that
been
for
home
for
peared
or
when
can
he
of
and
the
public
go
his
property
a
of private
delegates
compila- had
possessed of any extraordinary
thrilling experience
V. Conway has completed
by the printer or a typewriter so that
Republican Caucus.
for while genius, and the results will be ac
File No. 92, by James E. Hall, relat- good.
of the school census of Santa Fe first came to New Mexico
tion
It seemed to confer the right of suf
The commission will be elective,
Saturday's Session.
ing to sectarian Institutions.
county, which shows 5C44 persons In roaming round with a party of friends complished from the individuality
The convention met this forenoon frage "pn all citizens" whereas Mr. will consist of three members to be
File No. 93, by James E. Hall, relat
the county between the ages of five near Taos he was caught in a snow and ordinary capacity and persistent
be
It
meant
Orme
had
should
that
and Instinctive desire to do
paid $3,000 a year and will employ a and twenty-on- e
being called to order by President
years, of whom 1914 storm and all lost their way. They will,
ing to passenger rates.
"on
The
enforced
all
male
citizens."
clerk and such other clerical help as
for the whole people of the new
File No. 94, by James E. Hall, re- Spiess at 11 o'clock.
within the city of Santa Fe. There went without food for a week or more right
live
Hart-mawas
omission
corrected.
ordered
A.
will
commission
The
It
state. I feel certain that all members
may need.
Prayer by Chaplain Julius
In the county 2S2S iemaies snu and finally shot a coyote but so great of
are
ferring to religious toleration.
of
a
have
wide
com
the
the convention will be guided br
Chairman Wood of
powers delegat
finance
scope
File No. 95, by James E. Hall, with
Bchool age and in the ly did Dr. Andrews detest the animals
Minutes read by Chief Clerk George mlttee submitted his first report of ed to It, ranging from the chartering 2819 males of
purposes, and keep faith
to
reference to freedom of speech.
996 females and 918 males. There that he could not be prevailed upon
mailto
rate
city
all
new
W.
of
with
and
the
account
the
of
on
every noble principle, whlcn
corporations
adopted.
Armljo
expenditures
starvatfrom
meat
to
Fe
784
eat
its
of
File No. 96, by James E. Hall and C.
of
keep
perSanta
are in the suburbs
File No. 102 by Charles Springer on convention, showing that a total of ing for common carriers.
good government or a good constituM. Compton, referring to special leg- amendments to the constitution. Re
or more than one-thir- ion. The members In the party tion means; and while
10,789.85 had already been expended
they are all
The Republican caucus after wrest- sons of school age
water
of
they
comthis
drank
islation.
quantities
of
of the population
large
human and personalities sometimes
ferred to Committee on Amendments. which added to the estimated election ling with the Important questions be
snow
and
the
from
bound
obtained
File No. 97, by E. D. Tlttman. promelting
of
city
the
enter into and warp one's best JudgFile No. 103, by A. H. Hudspeth, rel expenses (30,000, leaves a little more fore It has reached agreement and munity lives outside
viding for a state census.
ative to mines and mineral lands. Re- than $40,000 of the appropriated $100 the party will present an almost solid aries, the total for the four precincts managed to survive until finally they ment yet the gentlemen who are thus
File No. 98, by M. P. Skeen, relative ferred to committee on Taxation and 000. Mr. Wood's Itemized report fol front on all the main issues that will being 2C98, or almost one-hal- f
the en- got over the snow blindness which af- engaged In formulating a constitufected their eyes and made their way tion to be submitted to the people for
to corporation commission.
Revenue.
lows:
come up before the convention. An tire school population of the county.
to a pueblo."
File No. 104, by W. E. Garrison re Cleaning and decorating asseFile No. 99, by J. W. Childers, relatadoption, have the opportunity of their
Postmaster Appointed.
agreement was reached to make the
life to make a great name for themFrancisco Medina has been appoint
lating to separate submission of state
S
200.00 supreme court and corporation coming to banks and hanking.
mbly-room
Referred to the New deBks
selves, and at the same time avoid
File No. 100, by J. W. Childers, in wide prohibition.
325.00 mission elective and to pass the refer ed postmaster at Llano, Taos county, 10,000,000 POUNDS WOOL
committee on Education.
SOLD IN TWO WEEKS. public criticism. It Is an occasion
reference to ownership of lands.
120.00 endum clause, submitted by the com- vice M. Lujan, resigned.
...
Typewriters
when politics should be eliminated,
File No. 105, by R. F. Holloman and Stationery
and
750.00 mittee on legislative department
. ,
Applications for Parole.
File No. 101, by J. W. Childers, reCharles Kohn, abolishing the common
measure. H.
600.00 an employers' liability
The following prisoners in the ter Boston Market Is Showing Strength and every member, whether he be
lating to homesteads and exemptions. law doctrine of fellow servant. Re Janitor ...
as one of the majority or minclassed
200.00 O. Bursuin, and A. B. Fnll took the ritorial penitentiary have made appli
Postage
Under Heavy Bidding and
The committee on schedules made ferred to the committee on BUI of Rent
ority, should rise above political or
750.00 lead In restoring harmony and Presl cation for parole:
extension
Is
Brisk.
Demand
its report providing for the
personal aggrandizement, and work
Rights.
3,740.00 dent SpleBB, Charles Springer Bnd oth
Prudenclo Trujillo, sentenced April
Mllegae
for the best Interest of all the peo
of the territorial laws to the new state
File No. 106, by Isldoro Armijo, F. Payrool, members
1,260.00 or leaders fell In line for the gool 16, 1904, from San Juan county, to
ofwool
territorial
of
over
Boston. Oct. 25. The local
and the holding
ple of the new state.
W, Parker and C. E. Miller, local op- Attaches, first week
625.00 of the party and the people, The bot Berve for life for rape.'
untake
show
officers
to
state
strength
market continues
The constitution matters must truBt
tion. Referred to the committee on Payrool, October 21
ficials until the
1,470.00 tom was cut from under the Demo
Martin Gomez, sentenced October der heavy bidding by certuin manu that their example, if worthy, will be
County and Municipalities.
charge.
Attaches, second week .... ..1,131.00 crats, who had been playing to the 23, 1909, from Eddy county, to serve
low.
Wors
are
while
continued
prices
facturers.
by others who follow to
File No. 107, by Francisco Gauna Printing propositions
246.00
File No. 65, relating to primaries,
galleries and hoped Republican dis- 1 to 5 ycarB for manslaughter.
the
ted wools are especially prominent but enact laws in conformity with
and school
58.75 sension. The Dona Ana county delepropositions'...
was referred to the committee on elec- relative to school boards
Printing
Charles Sehafer, sentenced Septem short wool Is neglected. The sales organic act or constitution,
which
books.
Referred to the commit- MlBcellnneouB
90.00 gation however, still holds' out for the
printing ... , .
to
tive franchise, being reported back by text
ber 21, 1909, from Grant county,
last fortnight were estimated at 10, they are now engaged in preparing,
tee on Education.
separate submission of an initiative
the committee on Judiciary as not apserve 3 years for flourishing deadly 000.000 pounds all grades. Half blood and which I hope will be adopted by
File No. 108, by E. F. Snxon rela
and referendum clause. .
work.
to
its
pertaining
tive to state land commissioner. Re- MISFORTUNE PUURSUES
weapon.
territory generally sold at 25 cents. the people of New Mexico."
Committee Work.
BRAKEMAN AT DENVER.
The committee on ways and means ferred to the committee on Public
Otto S. Thurston; sentenced Novem Oood demand is also noted for fleece
on
of the committee
coBt of printing the
The
are JUDGE NORTHCUTT
the
on
report
Scoured pulled wools
Lands.
reported
Juan county, to wools.
and municipal In ber 23, 1909, from San
made
AFTER SALOON KEEPERS.
with Inquiries and the forFile No. 109 by E. F. Saxon, In refer On Way to Bedside of Dying Child at territorial, county
dally minutes. The committee
meeting
for
to
2
1
burglary.
years
serve
debtedness will be ready by Friday. It
El Paso, Texas, Me Falls Under
no recommendation.
ence to election of county officers. Reeign product also Is active.
sentenced
April
Sllvestre
Robles,
much
is quite lengthy and win be of
of print- ferred to the committee on Elective
Train and Loses Arm.
to serve 6
Trinidad, Colo., Oct. 26 Thirty-twJ, H. Crist spoke in favor
Importance to Santa Fe and Grant 22, 1910, from Eddy county,
so as to, secure Franchise.
against as many saloon
osBiiult with "BATH TUB TRUST"
complaints
1
for
to
Inmonths
years
ing the dally minutes,
bonded
railroad
whose
counties
NOW UNDER Fl RE. men of this city, charging violation ot
File No. 110 by E. F. Saxon referr
Denver, Colo., Oct. 26. While his debtedness Is taken cure of by a spe- deadly weapon.
an impartial record of the constituthe c'ostng laws were placed In the
ing to county and probate courts. Re- baby dying In El Paso, Texas, James
tional convention.
net.
MiEiiel Castillo, sentenced May in,
Will Begin
ferred to the committee on Judiciary. Walker attempted to board a Colora- cial provision in the enabling
hands of the constable and at an
to serve for Taking of Testimony
were
at
bard
work
Sierra
The
committees
from
county,
He said that at the present rate,
1902,
File No. Ill, by E. F. Saxon, In ref do & Southern train and lost his right
Pittsburg. Pa, on October 31,
a basearly hour all of the warrants had
as the con lifo for murder.
delegates would have to carry
erence to state officers. ""Referred to aim. Taylor received a telegram that today shaping their reports
Before Special Master.
been served.
sentenced April
will reconvene tomorrow forevention
R.
A
ket or a gunnisack to carry all the the committee on Executive.
Cover,
his baby was dying. He had no monThe first saloon man to be arrested
noon, when It is hoped to take up tho 1908, from Dona Ana county, to serve
files as they accumulate. He said thate
2r.
The
departOct.
Washington,
File No. 112, by William McKean, ey with which to purchase a railroad
entered a plea of sullty, waved preon the bill of rights and on 5 years for burglary.
report
tessuch a dally record would be
will
taking
ment
of
begin
Justice
initiative and referen ticket to El Paso. The wife asked
.ii bos bound
examination
to each delegate. He said relative to the
department, the latter inJ W. Willis, sentenced iiecemner timony in the government's suit liminary
dum. Roferred to the committee on that he come to the bedside. Taylor, legislative
oer o the district cou.'t. The remainvolving a three hours debate on the 27, 1909, from Bernalillo county, to
Trust"
Tub
the cost of printing piecemeal will Legislative Department.
"Bath
tho
on
a
Santa
brakeman
the
against
Fe, gave up initiative and referendum. If this
will be In court later.
thirty-onbe more than the printing of 'a dally
serve 1 to 2 years for forsery and In Pittsburg on October 31st, before ingThis Is the first
File No. 113, by J. I. Hlnkle, rela his position and selected the "bumper
to the. convenistep in the long deprogram Is adhered to, then tomorC. Spencer of Baltimore, who
journal. He referred
rates
to
aide
to
and
of
to
forgery.
reach
his
Llndsey
route"
the
tive
dying
passenger
uttrlng
freight
of putting on the lid
row's session ought to be one of the
ence of binding a daily journal. There be
sentenced Decem has been appointed Bpeclal nioster to ferred process
Re
carriers.
common
Leslie
and
Walnut
At
Btreets,
Johnson,
Third
child.
by
charged
Prosecutions on the
In Trinidad.
is no denying the fact he said that ferred to the committee on Corpora Taylor attempted to "make" a train. most Interesting of the convention ber 24, 1909, from Torrance couniy, hear the proceedings.
thus far..
charge of keeping gambling devices
this state Is not a unit on statehood Hons.
and as he was
1 to 2 years for burglary.
bis
hold
missed
serve
He
to
peothe
has also been started agalnBt a numas an abstract fact, and that
File No. 114 by Acaslo Gallegos rolled under the wheels he lost one
Aurello Mnrtincs, sentenced Novem- FOOTBALL COACH
Informed, He
to
FOR LEGISLATURE. ber of saloon men and this probably
PAPKE WINS FIRST
ple should be officially as to cost pertaining to the referendum.
Re arm.
20, 1903, from Grant county
ber
estimate
an
sounds the death knell on the slot
submitted
BATTLE IN AUSTRALIA.
"I CBn't make it there Just how. It's
for ferred to the committee on Leglsla-- j
Berve 99 years for murder.
which he thought would be $2,500
tlve Department.
sentenced OctoDer Independent Democrats In Mass Meet- machines.
tough luck, doubled. My arm's gone,
Isldoro
Arellano,
session.
the sixty day's
The war on the saloon men is the
to
File No. 115, by Acaslo Gallegos, but I'll still reach El Paso," snid Tay- Knocks Out the Champion of Victoria
ing at Nashville, Tenn., Choose
1907, from Dona Ana county,
of. a fight between Judge
r t Roberts, said that Mr. Crist
to executive office. lor. He was taken to the county hosoutgrowth
election
Leader.
Athletlo
referring
at
In Fourth Round
al- Berve 10 years for voluntary
G. Northcutt and the Colorado
had in his argument consumed
Jeffery
Referred to Committee on Elective pital. His first request waB that he
.
Sydney.
i4K worth of space In the Franchise.
be shipped to El Paso.
"I want to
Tenn., Oct. 26. Dan Fuel and Iron Company. Northcutt
Nashville,
Antonio D. Trujillo, sentenced June
File No. 116, by M. D. Taylor and be with my child. Don't tell them
daily Journal.
to
famous Michigan coach declares that the fuel company Inducthe
MoGuIgnn,
Arriba
Rio
county,
JourSydney, New South Wales, Oct. 26. 12. 1908, from
reI'll be there tomorW. E. Llndsey for state wide prohi- that I'm hurt.
The resolution to print a dally
five years coach of ed the county commissioners to
for
the
and
last
2nd
5
degree.
table bition, separate submission. Referred row." he said.
Billy Papke, who claims the middle serve years for murder,
voke the license of John Arello at
Taylor may die from
nal was thereupon laid on the
football
Vanderbilt
the
University
i,
sentenced
April
Tom Wooley,
to 23, almost a strict to the committee on Education.
blood poisoning. He was conscious weight championship of the world,
in order that they might
by a vote of 57
99 years for murder, eleven, was nominated for the legis Berwlnd,
File No. 117 by H. D. Tlttmann, re- - when he said: "Tell baby that I'll won the first fight In Australia by 1902, to serve
have no competition there In the
convention
mass
a
party vote.
last
lature
by
night
Colfax
the champion Irom
county,
help him," and then he succumbed to knocking out Williams,
traffic.
The committee on ways and means
John Lewis Reynolds, sentenced of independent Democrats,
of Victoria, In the fourth round.
the opiate.
fifteen days
(Continued pn Page Five.)
reported that the first
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dum and recall a feature of our con'
stitiitlon nothing but a simple con- Tr Tnft rftPOm- HI
atltiitlnn enr-mended, could have let us into the
Union in the near future.
"But the necessary postponement of
statehood because of the victory for
these doctrines Is not the only teature of the situation. Even if the
supreme court should decide in favor
no
the Oregon doctrlnes-a- nd
lawyer will venture an opinion
declde-statethe court will so
for this territory must still run
con- of
and
gauntlet
presidential
gressional criticism as to other radical features of the constitution.
,
"We shall be barred certainly, if the
supreme court decides against the
Oregon plan.' The court could de- clde in favor of the 'Oregon plan,'
we still will face the probability
of rejection, If the constitution com- pels Mr. Taft to class us with Okfor there Is
lahoma in radicalism;
doubt in any quarter as to where
the President stands with reference
to the Oklahoma constitution.
"All dispassionate
observers
are,
compelled to reach the con- elusion that the attitude of the con- vention delegates as so far disclosed
no hope of
practically

VALUE OF HYDROQRAPHIC
VEY)

SUR

Dining the recent trip ot lnvestiga- "on by F. H. Newell and the board
engineer, covering the d.ffer- reclamation projects throughout
he work of Vernon L.
' territory,
Sullivan, territorial
engineer, was
"und extremely useful in the matter
Rio
Hondo
of the
project near Ros-o- f
" This project was almos aban-souniicd by the reclamation service ow-thd
insufficient water supply.
"'S
e
Ing over this project, however, the
clamntlon officials had the r attention
"y the Rio Hondo Water Users
Association, the settlers under the pro- Jeet. to the report of the territorial
engineer on the hydrographic survey
of the Hondo river. This survey was
the most elaborate and complete
drographtc survey ever made In the
Territory. The survey mentioned was
brought about by the Bult of the El
Paso & Rock Island Railway Corn-n- o
waters of the
Pny to adjudicate intheconnection
with
Hondo river and
this suit the engineer took he opporcertain
to
Investigate
mn"y
Hons existing on this river among
which was the water supply of the
Hondo project, temporarily abandon-warrant- s
d
by the government. It was
U,nrl-fortunate that the results could
on
be presented to these engineers
their trip and It Is hoped that the data
contained in this report will be the
of starting the depment of
.
HUB UfKiniru
uiujcvi..
principal results obtained In tne en glncer's Investigations was the enorin
the
mous seepage
occurring
Unniln rlvar O flW mHPfl abOVB the
dlver-amon- g
pr0)oged ntake ot tne Hondo
recommendations
cana, and
B(on
wpre made 8g t0 tne method of
thu ,navg therehv nartlallv
.,
f th Imblni features
(o make tb,g projeot fe08ible and t0
bring under Irrigation about 10.000,
acres of the finest land In the

TOO MANY PARKS ALREADY.
FE.
One out of every ten acres In New
Several attempts in late years to
establish a country club In oanla Fe Mexico Is now within a forest reserve or some sort ot a national park
such as Roswell and other progressive or
Indian reservation or grant. That
towns possess, have is
New Mexico
giving the people all the purk
t
difficult
not
Is
cause
failed. The
.pace they need or want. The amines.
locate, for Saula Fe lacks men of tion therefore, coming from El I'nso,
In
communities
other
wealth, who
tlat the Mescalero reservation be
furnish the Initial means for the es-mde a notionnl park, will not find
tnbllshment of many desirable advan-- mU(,h o( all echo in this neck of the
tages. But what Santa Fe lucks in woods. The Alamo and the Lincoln
accumulated wealth, It might make up forests, In that part of the Territory,
by a little more persistence, a little already Include the best lands and
more unity and good financial manpart of the Alamo forest already covagement. As the Scenic Highway Is ers the Mescalero reservation. What
Peto
the
to
completion
being pushed
remains of the latter should bo
cos It la apparent that the Ideal site
thrown open to prospectors, to farmo
for a Country Club would be the
to homesteaders, to capital and
Martinez farm just above the ers,
A thousand progresreservoir. Located there, It would be lo enterprise.
a pleasure resort summer and winter, sive farmers on the Mescalero reserand would be at the gateway to tho vation will do El Fubo and New Mexfinest scenery In the southwest and ico more good than a national park
still almost within the city. Water, created merely for pleasure seekers.
a good r6ad, a splendid view, timber, But here Is the argument of the El
'
an excellent terrain for golf links, ten- Paso Herald:
"It will not do to have the Mescalero
nis, etc., are advantages grouped about
Indian reserve north of Cloudcroft
this spot.
That the need of a Country Club Is turned Into a national forest, for the
felt by other enterprising cities, may national forest policy requires the
be gauged from the following edito- marketing of the matured timber and
under the system of cutting adopted
rial In the Tucson, Arizona, Citizen:
"Possessing an Ideal climate equal- the value of the forest for public park
ed by few places in the old world or purposes would be seriously Impaired
the new, Tucson's future as a city of If not ruined.
homes would be assured without the
"The best thing New Mexico can do
other factors that are co oporatlng to In this connection Is to procure the
make it In addition the most Import- setting aside of the Mescalero reser- ant business center in me new mm vatlon g8 a natonal park after tue
of Arizona. With this Inducement o manner
, ,
Yo8eralte Yellowstone,
outdoor life, too little alvantage Is
g
o(her famous
e west. There
no place In the
!"..f ia"d
western country where a national park
tomed to this wonderful climate, are
Indifferent to its is more needed than right here In the
liable to become
where forest growth is
charms, whllS the new comers are southwest,
and the distances that must be
apt to full victim to the delusions sparse
that Its healing properties are only traversed to other mountain and coast
for the sick. The sooner we realize resorts are so great.
"El Paso and New Mexico working
that Tucson Is one of the enslest
places In the country to keep well together can carry through this nathe sooner will this city come Into tional park project; every week It Is
Its own as the Ideal city 'of homes: put off, however, makes it harder to
in the southwest.
bring about, for the reason that the
"El
Paso, Douglas, Bisbee, and ' national forest service and an outside
Phoenix have their country clubs, element which desires to throw the
which are the rendezvous In the after- reserve open to settlement, are both
noons and holidays for large mint-- interested in defeating the national
bers who spend tbe time tn the open park project.'
playing golf, tennis, squash, handball,
or a dozen other games that can be
A SLAM AT NEW MEXICO.
played In the open air in Arizona the
Kansas, Insurgent Kansas, with Its
round.
year
recent outbreak of legislative Innova"TucBon with a population larger tions, has no love for New Mexico,
Is
Bister
towns
of
these
than Beveral
which la conservative and not given
without a successful country club. It to political vagaries.
It is not surla one of the most vital needs ot this
prising therefore to read the follow
city, not only as a place of recreation ing In the AtchiBon Globe:
for the year round residents, but as
Incidental to
"When all the
an attraction for the many visitors admitting Arizona and New Mexico
who come, or would like to come to as stateB Is
adjusted, not so many
Tucson for the winter, but who are more people will enjoy the privileges
on
to
here
few
weeks
pass
apt after a
and higher taxes of statehood. Arito California, or elsewhere, because of zona has a
population about the size
the lack of diversion which a country of that of
Allepheny, Pa., a Pittsburg
club would offer.
suburb; 140,000. That isn't very many
"At last It looks as If a movement for a state
larger than Kansas. New
were on foot which would result In Mexico can make
a little better showthe establishment of a country club
Mexicans, of which
ing,
counting
that will live and be the life of the there are a
The
large proportion.
town.
A group of enterprising and census will
probably give New Mexadan
citizens
have
given
progressive
the fourth state In the Union In
and ico, a
mirable example of enterprise
area,
population of about 400,000, or
progress by undertaking to assist fin- a few more than live la KanBas City
ancially an extension of the car line and suburbs. Yet each of these states
on east Speedway far enough out to will have two United States senators.
permit of the building of a country Probably there are 100,000 voters in
club within easy reach of the city and the two states. If the Mexicans have
to
far enough from the university
taken the trouble to become natural
protect it from the blight of dryness. ized. Half the population of New
The citizens who are taking the lead Mexico are Mexicans and Indians."
mean
In an Improvement that will
It Is of no use to tell these benightthousands of dollars to Tucson In the ed visionaries that the
people of New
Increased number of visitors hither Mexico are
that
t the manor-born- :
every winter, not td speak of the pleas- their forefathers lived In New Mexico
ure It will afford the year round before Kansas was ever heard
of;
residents, deserve the hearty
that the last census showed that New
of the entire community. It Mexico had fewer
citiborn
foreign
will take money to build a country
zens per thousand Inhabitants than
the
club sufficient to accommodate
bailiwick In the United
other
any
Initial membership and allow for the
States. A Mexican 1b a native of Mexadditions that a year will bring. This
New Mexico has but few of
must be raised by popular subscrip- ico, and
but the Atchison and most easttion. Here Is an opportunity for the these,
ern papers apply that term to the nabusiness man who is far sighted, for
tive born citizens of tbe Territory who
Is
the hotel proprietor who
progres aro no more
Mexicans, than the nawhich
for
the
railroad
company
sive,
tive born Kansans are Swedes oi
Is alert, to come forward with substantial assistance toward an Improve- Hungarians.
ment In which the business and social
INDUSTRY AND ENTERPRISE
life of the whole community will GIVE
A CHANCE.
share and that promptly.
The significant decline in population
"As for the opinion of some that
the country club should be located In In the dry farming counties during the
the valley Instead of along the speed past few months, is warning that Newin orway, suffice It to say that the valley Mexico in order to hold It s own,
has not taken advantage of Its alleitealder to be able to pay Its way as a
superior advantages, while a well or- - state, muBt Invite capital and new
movement In the other part of dustrles to make their abode within
town Is actually under way.
Let us Its boundaries. The adoption of a safe
have no quibbling over location. The and sane constitution will go a long
country club In BlBbee one of the way toward Inspiring confidence in
most attractive In the southwest, Is the money centerB of the east. A conon ground far rockier than Is to be stitution without the recent frills and
found anywhere near Tucson, and at
thrills, without Initiative and referthat Is a success and a valuable as- endum, without railroad and corporaset to the Warren district.
tion commissions, without unneces"To the outsider a country club losary restrictions, will send up New
cated along the Speedway with the Mexico's credit way above par and
commanding view it offers of the town will bring capital, industries and
and the sweep of mountain ranges in
A constitution of the Okall directions would seem more typicand Oregon kind would handial of the west than any site that could lahoma
for many years to
be obtained In the valley. The ex- cap New Mexico
would languish untension of the car line far enough out come and tbe state
foolishto place the country club house some til Its people aroused to the
In their
distance from the city adds to the at- ness of their course would rise
to the
tractiveness of the rendezvous be- might to put the demagogues
cause It gives people 'a place to go', rear and to give the men who build
where they can get out Into the open commonwealths a chance.
and away from the cares and the
The argument that the doing away
noise of city., A 'country club' located
almost In the heart of the city would with the grand Jury would deprive
prove such a misnomer as to be hum- many worthy citizens of the opportunorous."
ity to draw a few dollars each out of
the court fund, Is hardly a valid one,
The Now Mexican regrets that the but even lf It were, It could be shown
constitutional convention will retain to be unfounded. The saving that
tho probate courts and the present would follow the abolition of the grand
probate system without prescribing Jury, would result In more frequent
any qualifications for probate Judges. torms of court and sitting of petit
The New Mexican well understands juries, which would give an opportune
the reasons for this attitude of the Ity to these worthy citizens of doing.
to
Republican majority and admits that Jury duty and thus being educated
It Is a difficult proposition to get take an interest In the administration
away from, but It should also demon- of Justice. No wonder, therefore, that
strate to the Democratic
minority Arb.ona has decided to adopt the CaliThere
that here 1b one Instance where the fornia Bystem of judiciary.
in
popular demand Is for the most mis would be certain advantages too,
chievous cause and that giving in to nrtloinlng commonwealths like Califor
popular clamor may result In the nia, Arizona and New Mexico, having
retention of a system that Is obvious a similar judicial system, advantages
ly wrong. It Ib possible at times, that that would Increase aB growth of popthe representatives of a people may ulation and wealth would bring about
bo wiser and more patriotic and un- closer Intercourse among the three
selfish, than the people who elected states, which In reality form one harmonious whole as far as resources,
then.
climatic conditions, mining, agriculThis Is a constitutional convention, ture, and the stock Industries are
A

COUNTRY

CLUB

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION
$ 25
Dally, per week, by carrier
,75
Dally, per month, Dy carrier
.65
Dally, per month, by mail . .
2.00
Daily, three months, by mail
3.50
Dally, six months, by mall . .
7.00
Dally, one year, by mall
25
Weekly, per month.... y
60
Weekly, per quarter
1.00
Weekrv, six month, by mail
2"
Weekl.', per year
"
The Weekly New Mexican Review
'
Is the oldest newspaper In New MexIn
every
to
sent
Is
postofflce
ico.
It
THE COST OF LIVING HIGH.
the Territory and ha a large and
The cost of living Is relative. As the
intelthe
among
circulation
New Mexican has pointed out before,
growing
ot the .1
.
,
t
Cn,n
.J
ligent and progressive people
. v
Southwest.
fr
' i. ii"
$3.00 to $6.00 a week, and yet, among
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 27, 1910.
that thousand families more own their
own homes free from mortgage than
a thousand average families In
the larger cities whose Income ex- l.iO a week. The El Paso Herald
TO BE OR NOT TO BE.
.alia attention tn the additional fact
as
A cynic has denned popularity
ftat m cogt Qf mng hag ,ncregB(,a
what one buys at the cost of sell-- not M mncn Decauge of ae ncreased
tne
in
respect. There are delegates
price of ny partleua. commodities.
and, perhaps, also In the
becaUBe of ,ne greateP demands tory.
be.
have
.
who
New Mexico convention,
made
compar(?d ,.
and
,
see
the
to
impracticability
gun
.
.
-"
provisions.
"
'
'
have realized the unconstitutionality
In 1S85 each individual in the Unit- Bilmitted bv the sub- Th
of the Initiative and referendum, but
of
on
the
consumed
average
States
ed
of .he coramittee on leglsla-5- 2
whose desire for popularity is such
of sugar per year; by 1909 tye
are drasllc )n Bome
department
that they are willing to sacrifice their the pounds
per capita consumption had inDut tuey are tt gincere effort
self respect and will vote for that
Individeach
to
for
82
creased
pounds
is
They
that
wrong.
(() meet gome o ,he crltlolgmB
which they now know
30 pounds
seek to temporise by advocating a ual per year, an Increase of
m ,eveIed againBt legislative bodies,
un- or nearly 60 per cent
The average
two
these
for
l8
taUen
t0
prohibit
Ev(?ry precautIon
higher percentage
constitutional measures, but a change individual in the United States is con- Bpec,al ,egiglatl0I1 &nd the nne, are
from five to fifteen or from eight to stantly consuming more BUgar; the dmwn yery Mgnt a, t0 grantlng ex.
twenty per cent, will not make the average price of sugar tends down- emptlona and lmmUnlties to favorite
60
principle Involved any more constitu- wards, but the Increase of nearly
or individuals. Every
corp)rat,ollg
tional or any more practical. What Is per cent In the per capita annual con temptation is removed from legisthemselves
more, (hose who delude
sumption accounts In a measure for lators to be swayed by any other
Into the Idea thaf they are buying the general complaint of Increased sense than that of duty and conmeasthese
for
cost of living.
Kpulartty by voting
science, for not only are bribery to
ures, have not studied the election re"The same reasoning applies in a be severely punished, but the altering
turns which demonstrated conclusiveof
general way to almost everything
of any
or changing or abstracting
ly that the majority of the people are common use and consumption among
wlthout auihority pending be-th-e
m(agllre
opposed to the principle, a principle
American people. The average for(j the
,egglature or pasged by u,
which is rapidly losing ground each
family wear, better clothes, uses bet- are mad(f a ff,
g w,ge pre(,autlon,
day.
Says the Arizona Republican:
ui,.c.
fof (here hgve been lncidentg even in
commit ter lumuure auu
the
"The titles
i consmuuonai
where thnrp was ernund
convention Pare, more elaborate foods, wusies v
tee's of
more in every line, occupes uexter fof the gUBplclon
at the ,aw prlnted
Indicate that It Is the purpose ot the
and
In
cars
street
more
rides
book wag nQt tM one
)n (he
convention to consider all the sub- houses,
aeraanus
ana
mr ()ie leglBlature had ,ntendcd t0 pasB.
railroad trains,
jects which distinguish the Oklahoma
This purpose Is still 'amusements every year. I'nder such Nn lRElalator is to be annointcd to
constitution.
ten-- '
.. f
.
- circumstances
even
marked
a
de,
,
further Indicated by the apparent
r
hn
nf the convention to accept tne dency towards decrease in the prices
-coraon.y useu commuuu.
emolument was increased by the legis- proffer of a large quantity oi tne,or
u
a,,
useu
reauu,
Jcmrnnls of . the Oklahoma consiuu manliest
latllre ,n whlcn he , Berving, that dls
.,
,
Honal convention. To be sure, these duction of the 'cost ot living- of the ,..,- ,P vonr ,
pointing
seemingly
average family
ore only straws,
'ter hin term has xnired. The number
to a radical program. But the pre"Since the beginning of summer of empioyeB )g wt8eIy limited and
convailing behalf of the Arizona
has been a steady reduction there are other llmltations which
there
vention will produce a very radical month by month in the prices of most w,
jobbery and
prevent
document is supported by other signs common commoaiues, oom raw
brt,ery n legislative hulls. With a
than the obvious friendliness of tbea terials and
manufactured
goous.
Okla-hem1,gsature tnug hedged about by law,
delegates for the Oregon and
Wholesale prices in the domestic mar (he lnltIaUva and referendum become
doctrines.
now
than
lower
cases
most
in
are
ket
instruments, to enforce
"It is already clear that there are tbey have for many months. The ten- - mineceggary
Tnere is one grave
U)e people.g wn)
three distinct groups In the conven- dency toward cheaper commodities of critlcUm
o( tne report and that iB that
tion: a group made up of men who all sorts is so marked although grad- ,t nclu(leB t00 much legislation that
are sincere in their advocacy of soual, that with tne exercise oi a nine ought tQ be eft tQ the flrst gtate )eKlg.
cialistic dostrlnes; a group of men more man
uu
orainary econumj
,,ture.
who are not sincerely for socialism,
.
part of the average family a real de--, '
hut are quite willing to train with AAeA
In tho 'rrtat nf llvinor' would
they
crowd because
well in- is
(he socialist
News
The Pecos Valley
manifest.
h.e
think It Is the popular thin? to do:
tcntloned but It Is in error when It
Hill
be,
who
of
J. J
"The remark
To ome Mtent the miMTlty
and, lor a third group, the men wno
are not only conservative, but are sides being a great railroader is a rf (he conatltutlonal convention Is be- ecoconstituworldwide
a
of
student
,
quite anxious to produce
ignored. But what else can the
nomic tendencies, la worth rememDer- - l(,entiemcn expect?" The fact Is that
tion which will bring statehood.
of
the
people
"All the probabilities at this time ing; says he, 'What ails
(ne minorlty lB not being ignored; it
are that the two groups first named this country is not the high cost of )B bein(? treated like some wooer would
a
of
cost
frame
but
and
the
living high."
will operate together,
treat his sensitive sweetheart, or some
living
constitution so radical that it will
mother her spuiled son, with ev- Is
be rejected at Washington.
The action of the people of Carri- - ery consideration possible. It being
s
"The work of the convention to date zozo In censuring Associate Justice Riven a voice in every matter
and Is
fully warrants, therefore, the conclu- John R. McFie, of the New Mexico panted respectful attention
sion stated by the Republican the
supreme court, for
election
morning following the
Hon which has suspended work on he
, ,ho Terrftm-.
of
Instead
statehood,'
that
namely,
new court house and Jail at Carrlzozo
mnat ho cnn.
but
Is
reasonable
certainty,
a
being
until the merits of the Lincoln county 8,dered lf )t were not th)g galant re.
a remote possibility. As the work ot
are neuiueu uu no
the delegates develops Into definite seat controversy
gard of the feelings of the minority,
111
advised and hasty. They the convention would conclude Its
results It seems probable at this dme merits, Is
Terrl
of
the
the
lose
will
sympathy
at
success
of
Inhora next week, but the minority
that the possibility
will gain no points wm De
gven four weeks or more to
Washington will be made more and tory at large and
for themselves. Upon tne snowing ."make medicine" and to orate and ex
more remote.
R. McFle granted p0und Its theories to an audience that
"In any event, there can be no made, Judge John
as a matter of course. ,wm listen respectfully and with sym
probability of the approval of the the injunction
Is Imbued with the
constitution before the adjournment and so would have any other Judge. It pathy and that
grant-beat- s
ot the coming session qf Congress. Is well, that the changing ot county idea that the minority shall be
Is hedged about with so many;cd every reasonable request and shall
There is pending before the supreme
court of the United States the ques- restrictions and that the new state have its way in everything that does
of
tion whether the initiative and refer- proposes to make such action still not conflict with the principles
endum under the Oregon plan Is more difficult, for the change should the majority and the effort to write
safe and sane constitution that will
constitutional whether It provides a be made only after deliberate consld-!- a
as acceptable to the people as It
republican form of government, as eratlon and for very weighty reasons, jbe
"
required hy the constitution of the The New Mexlcon Is not saying that;""' "
United States. While the case went the change In Lincoln county was not
to the supreme court from Oregon a liistlfled but It does advise the people
year ago, It has not yet been argued of Carrlzozo to be calm and reason- Bays the AiDuquerque rnDune fin
in that tribunal, we believe.
able and to await the final verdict of zen: "Every businessman, and every
citizen for that matter, ought to
"If the supreme court decides that the Judiciary as behooves la
the 'Oregon plan' does not provide lne citizens who place Justice and peruse the census returns with rofcr- a republican form' of government, It
to the northern tier of counties
patriotlsm above local and selfish
will necessarily follow that all conIn the Territory and see how they
B
'
stitutions and statutes based upon
have failed to Increase even to a natu- ,
!ra d(,RrceM Then follows a political
the 'Oregon plan' are inoperative
The passenger department of the 'warnlnK a myatCT0us as the "Mene
and void.
railroad has
ne tniey. ot gelBhazzar. The
"Under this state of facts It Is al- Denver and Rio Orande
a handy little booklet enumer- - lu of lnJ0 gjveg tne tier of northern
together probable that neither the
towns along
President nor CongresB will be In-- atlng the theaters of the
counteg a populBtlon of 65,095. Ten
dined to pass Upon Arizona's consjl-tutio- its lines and Incidentally giving The ,yeari i)efore they had 44,172, and ten
If It Incorporates the Oregon- - brief description of the country.
ymrt before that 31,266 Inhabitants.
Elks' theater at Santa Fe Is listed, iTh
nfhin ulnw or small about
Oklahoma plan until after the
PlRy-!tsmaller
the
while
among
incmnse of . nonulatlon In these
m,rt boa Heciited the Oreeon and
V
It. I
L
mi
mnat rrxnA am
inese
case. The necessity of reorganizing
populous counties tnereiore.
of the
five counties comprise one-fift- h
the court by reason of so many re- and elegant.
one-fiftof
rehas
the
counties,
number of
cent vacancies In that body
sulted In the postponement of all ImIt Is not In many things that the ex-- ; the area of New Mexico and have one
portant cases, and It Is extremely ample of the Arizona constltutlnal fifth of the population of the Territory.
doubtful whether a decision In the convention will be a good one, but In It any ponucsi utouu .:
Oregon case will be ' reached before Its determination to follow the Cali- from these statistics, tljo Democrats
some time next year. It would seem fornia Judiciary system and to do with- are welcome to It,
.impossible for a decision to be hand- out the grand Jury, the Arizona con
New Mexico grew 68 per cent during
ed down this winter for the reason, stitution makers are setting the pace.
the past ten years; Arizona grew 66
as already Btated, that the case has
nep cent. New MeX(.0 added 136,0ow
not yet been argued.
It takes as much money to run New fn t population and Arizona 81,000
"The only possibility for Arizona to
as It takes to govern the or 50,000 lesB. New Mexico's popnla-entlr- e
achieve statehood at the coming ses- York City
United States. It Is the differ- - tion exceeds 327,000, that of Arizona
sion of Congress disappeared, thereence between Tammany extravagance B 123,000 less. Hurrah for progressive
fore, when the people voted in favor
not a state legislature.
New Mexico!
ot making the Initiative and referen- - and Republican economy.
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OF THE
CONTRIBUTION
TROPICS,
Few people have any adequate idea
of the extent ot the contribution of
and
the tropics to the necessities
luxuries ot the people. As thlB demand for tropical products grows, the
republics south of the United States
of
will develop, More than one-thirthe merchandise that entered the Uni
ted Slates last year was of tropical
production and of this one hundred
million dollars worth, or almost twice
the total taxable wealth of New Mexico came from the Island possessions
of a billion
of Uncle Sam. Two-third- s
tropical products
dpllarB worth of
from outside of the united amies
were consumed by manufacturers of
.he United States and individuals in
that
Mile rnnntrv In the fiscal year
ended on June 30. It was double the
ammint Imnorted In 1900. From Island
possessions of the United States, the
Importations last year were mree
times as ereat as ten years before. In
excess of $12,000,000 each, was Im
ported lu the past fiscal year or tne
Sugar,
to'iloning tropical products:
India rubber, tobacco, silks,
coffee,
mills and nuts, fibers, cotton, vege-tulloils, gums and tea. Some of
thene. like sugar, could be produced
right here in New Mexico and the
irinwth of imnortations from tne trop
ion Indicate a story of development
the possibilities
that demonstrates
that are within reach of this common
wealth if cnpital and enterprise come
to its a d n developing us mannoiu
Of course, these latter
resources.
will hang back lf the constitution of
lf
the new state is
with commissions and restrictions it
unwill make Investments unsafe and
Coruoratlon baiting should
certain
be left to those states which have
too much capital, too much enterprise
tnn mncn wealth, too much prosperity
too many people, but New Mexico for
the present needs as mucn oi iu
or per
things as It can coax, inveigle
suade to come.

THE

STRAIGHT THINKING.

On another page, the New Mexican

address of Jaof
president
Cornell University, Ithaca, New York,
word
n innwn scholar whose
j
on the subject of political economy Is
authority. He points oiu cieaiu
trend toward the dissolution of the
the Rerepublic, the destruction of
form of
publican or representative
It is certain, that unless
this movement IB checked, that the
bloodshed In the revolution ana in tne
that followed It. the heart break
Civil War, will
ing sacrifices of the
be for naught eventually and tnnt tne
ronnhiid mieht lust as well have gone
beginning as now.
to pieces in the
One often wonders, how such pernicious doctrines like those that now
find so many adherents In what are
..nnciiiered ante and sane communities,
can gather so many followers, but the
words ot Emlle Faguet, the brilliant
fiYaneh erltic and nhilosopher, may
throw some light upon this phase of
modern civilization: "For one reason
or another, the power to think straight
is lessening all over the world," he
Is
says. No doubt, the French critic
Hwht in tho general causes which he
assigns for this weakening of mental
caliber. Every one must nave seen
one of them, at least operating in this
mental
the
dissipation
country,
wrought by light reading and all kinds
'IMS
of
frivolous entertainment.
mode of thinking in a circle, of Jumping at conclusions, Instead of reason
ing In a straight line, and of caretui
analysis and synthesis, is responsible
fnr tho Rhaiird oolltlcal panaceas that
are being offered the public by dema
gogues who argue because a norse
moHiMnn Is rood for the cure of rheu
matism, it muBt also be good for brain
storms, an argument as unanswerable as It is foolish.
prints the thoughtful

cob Gould Schurmann,

w

...

THE DRIFT OF POPULATION.
Population follows the Investment
ot capital, the building of railroads,
t,he liberal encouragement of corporate and Individual enterprise, and
that explains why New Mexico gained
50,000 more Inhabitants during the
past decade than Arizona, for the socialistic tendencies of the neighboring
territory frighten away enterprise.
Discussing the drift of population, the
Youth's Companion says:
"The revelations of the new census,
have
while occasionally surprising,
In the main confirmed the expectations
of the experts. The 'drift to the cities'
still continues; rural growth, except
In new regions lately opened to settlement, has been moderate. The
great cities have usuully shown healthy (ncreuse In some cases, like Detroit and Cleveland, the growth has
actually been larger than was expected; In others, Baltimore and Cincinnati, for example, there has been disSuburban towns have
appointment.
almost without exception gained rap-Idland cities ot the second and
third classes have done tbe same. In
tbe case of some southern and far
western cities Birmingham, Atlanta,
Seattle and Dallas, for example the
Increase has been remarkable.
"The states of the Mississippi valley have thriven, but the figures prove
the reality of the movement of the
farmers toward Canada and the newer states of the southwest. Oklahoma
Texas and New Mexico have' added
notably to their population, but Mis- '
souri has made a very disappointing
showing, and the same is true of the
states along the Canadian border.
"Increased opportunities for profitable farming have no doubt Improved
the economic condition of many rural
communities, but there Is as yet no
evidence of a tide ot population ebbing back from the towns to the countryside. That may come In time, but
the attractions of urban life are still
potent.
"The natural Increase of the population, apart from the gain by immigration, has probably been at a lower
rate than ever before. The birthrate
is falling In the United States, as In
other civilized countries. At the same
time, the eight million immigrants
who have landed In the last ten years
must not be subtracted from the nation's total to find what that natural
Increase has been. Births may perhaps balance deaths among tbe immigrants, but It must not be forgotten
that in the last decade there has been
a return movement of some three million aliens from this country
to
Europe."

THE NEW TARIFF ISSUE.
Mexico has always taken a
great Interest in the tariff, for upon
protection has depended the welfare
of several of Its leading Industries.
But there Ib still more reason, after
New Mexico is a state, for Its people
to rally around the standard of protection and voting the Republican ticket by overwhelming majority.
The opinions of President Taft have
been endorsed by the state conventions almost without exception, and
they are the opinions of the Republi
cans of the United States today.
Republicans throughout the coun
try are unanimous in regard to the
principle of protection. They believe
that the tariff ought to be a protective
tariff, and they are convinced thatthe
Democratic Idea of a tariff for revenue
only or the Democratic idea of free
trade, is wrong in principle and Impossible of execution.
Republicans also believe with prac
tical unanimity that In the application of the protective principle there
shall be an equalization of the cost
of production at home and abroad. In
other words thev believe In protection
to the American wage earner with pro
tection to the American consumer.
There Is also substantial agreement
among Republicans that the only way
Fuch a tariff can be made Is aB a result of the work of a commission of
tariff experts. Republicans differ In
their opinions as to the precise merits or demerits of the Payne-Aldrlclaw, but they are substantially agreed
that no tariff law, made by the log
rolling system, can be much better
than the present law.
The new tariff Issue Is then for the
development of a better and more
scientific tariff by the tariff commission and by the amendment of Individual schedules of the law, without
making the whole tariff over every
time one part needs a change.
This advanced position ot the Re
publican party Is years In advance of
the Democratic party, which has no
clear or definite Idea ot what It pro
poses to do and merely contents Itseir
with criticizing faults in a tariff law
with no regard for the system by
which the law was made.
New

HISTORY OF THE 8HERMAN LAW.
A formidable book of 312 pages by
Albert H. Walker and Just from the
Equity Press, defendB the Sherman
law and reviews the debates In Congress and Judicial decisions on this
federal statute, which the author cans
the Magna Charta among the statutes
He says fur
of the United States.
"That law has never been
ther:
amended, and Is not likely to be repealed or altered. It has been adjudicated in nearly a hundred Judicial decisions and has been held by the supreme court to be clearly constitutionNearal and broadly comprehensive.
ly all the statesmen whose voteB enacted It have left the congress, to return no more. Their votes represented the national will of their time, and
the law which they enacted 1b clearly
concordant with the will of the twentieth century." And yet, such a law
would never he placed on the statute
The New Mexican would like to
books under the Initiative and referenblame the 640 murders In Oklahoma,
dum.
of which 630 have gone unpunished,
since It became a state, upon the iniThe Tucson Citizen advises the Re tiative and
referendum, but that would
conto
the Arizona
publican delegates
bo adopting the Democratic style ot
to
stand
by
stitutional convention
argument. Unfortunately, New Mex-- .
their principles and to enter Into no
ico, has had an unusually large num
or
two
the
of
with
combinations
any
ber of murders the past few years and
alare
that
factions
three Democratic
a surprisingly small number of hangconvenIn
the
ready at loggerheads
ings. It would be more reasonable
tion. It says:
to blame this remissness In punishing
'Nine of the Republican delegates crime to the slow and tedious
process
were elected on a platform of cer- - of indictment
by grand Jury nml the
aln principles. They declared that a
terms of court, mr.de more
slmnle constitution was the only kind Infrequent
still by small "(urt funds,
which would be certain of approval at infrequent
these court funds belli ; further dewere
These
principles
Washington.
for unnecesby expenditures
annroved by the people and the men pleted
court officials and paying per
who championed them were elected sary
diem and mileage to nn unnecessarily
lu the belief and confidence that they
number of grand Jurors. Swift
would fight for th?se principles In the large
like that of Crlppen In
convention. Defeat In a fight for prin- Indictments,
London, frequent terms of court and
ciple but stimulates the fighters."
sittings of petit jurors, would result In
the certain punishment of criminals
New Mexico might follow Arizona's
or great expense.
lead In fixing for fifty years the capi- without loss of time
tal named In the enabling act. A cap"The Political Capacity of the Neital fight, even fifteen years from now,
rewould be unfortunate and would prove gro," by Professor Kelly Miller,
entire common- printed from the Nineteenth Century
a setback for the
ediwealth. There Is but little danger of England Is being sent to the
rethat this historic city will ever be torial sanctums ot the country forthorouIt Is the most intrepid,
aught but the capital of the state, but view.
defence of tho political cathe mere fuct of agitation is harmful, gh-going
of the negro that has been
productive of corruption and unne- pacity
circucessary expense, and the convention written and should be widely
In states like Mississippi and Okmight as well make It a fundamental lated
In defiance of the conproposition that the capital is to re- lahoma, where
main at Santa Fe for fifty years at stitution of the United States, the negro Is disfranchised.
least.

i

Why the People's Rule is Not Direct.
The people have thu right to rule DEMAND AN ELEC- and are going to rule. The only ques- IS
m luu j
tlon is now tne people can
wisest, best, and moBt effective man'
nor. The history of the republics of
TEXASBOUNDARY
LOSE POPULATION
-- -the ancient world demonstrates con
clusively that government by the peo
Associatioiti
of ple directly, legislation and adminis- Las Cruces Bar
Is
SenAmerican
Will
System
Glory
andf
Committee
Spring
Torrance
tration by the people themselves (and
Guadalupe
Decides to Send New Mexico
Resolution
Formal
Modern World and Should not by representatives elected by the Adopts
sation in Constitutional
ShoV Twenty Per Cent
Convention a Copy of
in the Matter
people), is the sure way to despotism
Be Permanent
Convention
Decline
and destruction. The safety of our
Every File
instl-country lies In its representative
The reason why the people COUNTY COURTIS DESIREO
IT tutlons.
THAT UNDERMINE
FORCES
UP
MEASURE
REFERENDUM
TERRITORY INHERITS FORTUNE
ARE MADE
can't take the place on their own rep-NEW PROPOSITIONS
ICOCUIHUICI
in icgiamuvu ...... ..........
lstratlon Is that there are far too Probate Jurisdiction ahouia do
Referenand
Initiative
Intestate Majority of Legislative Com- Principle
Neat Sum Leftby
many people to act and fur too many
Vested in Judge of Legal
Reporter Are Excluded Second
dum Will Eventually
and too complicated affairs for thlsl
in
Will
of
to
Escheat
mittee
Report
Treasury
EducationSensitive
Democratic
Time by
to,
to
attend
multltudlous population
Destroy
Its Favor.
Commonwealth.
Statesmen.
would
end
In
Rome
the
In America as
N. M., Oct, 22. A meet
The following thoughtful address be a parulyBls of public business from Lasof Cruces,
of the constitution
to
Bar Association was
1b
an
fallen
heir
has
the local
New
Moxko
committees
the
The
It
24.
Oct.
which the demogogue would emerge a ing
Phoenix, Ariz.,
.
Ala.
Gould
Jacob
Schurman,
delivered
by
me j.n.y.- hisis
intimation
wees,
the
and
fortune
other
this
held
ior
been
to
have
sure
or
The
making
In
al
convention
dictator
way
despot.
busluess of Mr. Feenoy of Cochise
of
ot Cornell University, and
system
the
president
proposed
on
cussing
or
a
Last
Caesar
a
afternoon.
Napoleon
W"Clnblitory since yesterday
the constitutional convention to ee
clear and keen analysis' Bbows
soil is to abrogate the Amer- - clary under the state government
the committee on Judiciary by Its
that honest labor, If property organisTerritory besides the $30,000 farm re- evening
gov-- 1
Judge Frank W. raraer,
inof
of
lean
the
the
where
representative
system
general adoption
of 8 to 7, deed, shall not get the worst of It in
cently acquired by the commonwealth. met and by a close vote
justice of the supreme coun ui
will lead to ernment
referendum
and
itiative
A. Otero cided
of
M.
Treasurer
Territorial
the
who ls i.ne of the Dona Ana
that the three Judges
the deliberations of that body. From
Failure of the Oregon Experiment. Mexico,
court shall be appointive in the ultimate destruction of the Repubtoday received $586.18, which escheatln the constitutional
the moment of the assembling of the
county
delgeates
of
repDeviations from the system
to it from the estate of George
of elective, shall serve twelve lic as it was founded by the Fathers
chairman of the
and
the
convention. Mr. Fteney has been Inconvention,
di
of
favor
resentative government in
Gebhardt in Grant county, and which Lears at a salary of $7,500 a year,
committee on the Judicial department
troducing one proposition after anin war and
confirmed
was
and
as
it
o
uio iieupm aa.
rect government
was remitted by the administrator, There were two proxies at the com
other which were recognized as favorand sacrifice:
vAvlrd It. Wrttht
now in the United States. There ha.
Thomas W. Holson. In the past, ow mittee meeting. It is also practically bloodshed
able to organized labor, but his really
Judge
ancient
the
of
democracies
The
ultimate re--1 the
evtest
the
to
not
not been time
ing to the lose probate laws,
decided that the probate court will be
was also in attend
of
great achievement was performed
consisted
Alamogordo
wore
world
direct;
withBut
they
died
who
suits by prolonged experiences.
ery estate of intestates
retained and the present system oi
when he presented what may be briefout heirs benefited the territorial nrobata Dractlce adopted until the government by the people themselves, the effects thus far are precisely what ance'
was
ly called a proposition looking to the
of the people.
A great deal of dissatisfaction
not
representatives
by
oetween
it.
dui
"" stute legislature changes
disappeared
history has prepared us to anticipate.
treasury
legalizing of boycotting and picketing,
of the
Greece
members
of
ancient
various
The
system
by
tne
the
court
political
expressed
administrator.
and
has
of
state
The
adopted
Referendum Expedient.
Oregon
probate
and putting those acts on the firm
rife
Other remittances received by the terThe
The committee on Legislation this was based on the sovereign Independ- initiative, referendum, direct primary, Las Cruces bar at the sentiment
foundation of the constitution.
certain
govand
the
- at the present time
from
each
among
were
ence
of
$101.08
meascity
single
treasurer
how
ritorial
direct
referendum
a
governAnd
recall.
and
forenoon adopted
proposition follows:
A. J. Agee, treasurer of Grant coun- - ure, which If enacted will place it in ernment of each city by an assembly ment works in Oregon we may learn members of the convention for an
"Proposition No. 71, Introduced by
ty; and $47 from Game Warden th(J power ot tne people to nullify of the citizens. In an aristocratic
polntlve supreme court,
the columns of the Oregonlan
Thomas Feeney of Cochise, county,
Thomas P. Gable.
act Within ninety city, like Sparta, that assembly con- one of the ablest and most lndepend- - The meeting resulted In the appoinrelative to bill of rights.
any legislative
of
Governor's Report.
the ruling ted newspapers in the country. That ment of Edward O. Wade Jr., of the
members
"Section 1. Rights of organization
uajrg after tne adjournment of the leg- sisted of all the
The proof sheets of Governor Mills', lslalurei upon petition ot 25 per cent class-- , in a democratic city, like Journal says that the voters of Oregon law firm of Wade ft Wade, a commit-wi- ll
and assemblage. Abstention from emfiscal
r
for
the
past
free cit
the
In
all
forthcoming report
every
Athens. It consisted of
of tne qualined voters
next November be compelled to te of one to draft a letter to Judge
ployment and patronage.
t
have been received from the gov--, cla, dl9trlct bf the state, the
but in either case the assembly attempt
g
"The people shall at all times have
functions by dl-- 1 Parker setting forth the views of the
izens;
office.
,,.
that
advancea
legislanot
the
printing
representa- rect voting of thirty-twof any law pa8Bed by
was a primary and
the right to organize for
measures, attorneys. This letter has been drawn
More Counties Lose Population.
to abstain
ment of their Interests,
lmei may be suspended until after it tive body. In Greece the multitude of twenty-fiv- e
or which come from inno-juand signed by practically every
1910
for
returns
census
'bcen
school
the
individThe
at
devel
votcd
following
the
upon
for
work
from
g
any employer,
cities prevented
hlg
or
member of the bar.
Just received by genera election. Upon petition of ten sovereignof one sovereign nation. Rome vators, agitator
of
county
reason
Guadalupe
for
any
or
collectively,
ually
opment
groups of citizens, having been tram0nowg.:
The ,etter read8
Territorial Superintendent of Public per cent of tne vot9r8 in every Judicial
deemed sufficient to them; to attend
Indeed became a unltHry empire, but ed without regard to conflicting needs Honorable Frank W. Parker, Chair"" district died at least lour nioinns
instruction 3. v. urn, give
the
peacefully In any numbers about any
Independence
subverting
oi the body politic or substantial Jus
man on the Judicial Department,
a school population of 2,546, a fore any g(,nerai election, a law pasB only by
place of work for the purpose of givand home rule of the cities and coun- tice for Interests Involved. What can
New Mexico Constitutional Convencon.
loss oi mo, "
ed by the preceding legislature my
ln her extensive the
ing Information about pending
embraoed
people do? The result, says the
tion, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
county return give ,.o i""'"'"""" be referred to the voters, it is mauu jurisdiction.
troversies to any persons or peaceably
Oregonlan, is "an Impossible task for Dear Sir:
" a felony for any unquanneu voter to
against z,J last year, u
and
persuading any person to abstain from
Greece
of
system
Tho political
voters; It is a tank that only delegatGovernor Will Go to Raton.
gucn a petition, or for any voter
work for any employer. The people
We, the undersigned members of
failure. From ed members of the body politic in par
The following letter has been sent to sign it twice, or to sign it iu an- Rome fnded in dismal view
shall have the right individually or
Las Cruces bar, in response to
the
the
great
of
reMills
in
and
have time
other Judicial district or to sign a the political point
by Governor William J.
collectively to abstain from dealing
se liamentary assembly
letter of the 13th Instant, ad
to
your
how
is
civilization
of
him
sent
by wrong name.
problem
sponse to the Invitation
opportunity to dispose of."
with or patronizing any individual,
dressed to the Lawyers of New Mexto
get
how
committee
and
union
liberty
cure
banquet
In
the
This Will Rouse Texas.
ourselves on
firm, partnership, association or cordQ
on a Direct Government Possible Only
place
nereby
men
among
action
of
concert
of Raton;
The committee on Boundary is preSmall Localities.
poration, and to persuade others to
record as being in favor of the crenmr-of the Executive. Santa Fe.
that will Btlr large scale without sacrificing their
do so by speech or print or In any
parlng foj, a BenBatlon
the people is ation, by the Insertion of appropriate
by
Direct
Greeks
government
or,
The
am
I
In
,,
enreceipt
Gentlement
self
onH
governments.
,..
local
interest
the
th.t
other peaceable manner."
localities in which
in the constitution of the
Indeyour letter ot the 14tn instant in wmc i- tlro naUon It will report the 103 for a time maintained their local com- possible only fornot too numerous to provisions
This happened In the morning, and
new state of New Mexico, of a Judicial
are
a
me an invitation to at
the
never
had
people
extend
to
but
been
eastern
have
you
to
they
true
seem
enough
aa
boundary
the
would
merWlan
that
pendence,
.
... , .
, a mon country, and in the end were nnmn together. Teh town meeting is ytem as follows:
banquet, to
tend the
for one day, but in the afternoon ses-,
First. A supreme court, to be electbe held at the Hotel Seaberg, In Ra-- strip from half to two miles wide doomed to subjection by their disun- the natural organ of such direct popu-his
recovered
ainn Aii
Pdptipv
When other locali ed by the people of the state to conThe lar government
ton. on the 29th at 9 o clock p. m. I
hundred mes long tnat ls ion and consequent weakness.
strength and introduced proposition
less than three members
thank you sincerely for your courtesy,
No. 77. relative to the military and
under the jurlBdlctlon ot TeMa Italians on the other hand built up- ties are concerned, and especially sist of not
nor more than five members, with
In rememoering me, uuu ncpv
the public defense. It Is provided that
and in which such flourishing towns une rabric of a vast and Imposing em- when the state sb a whole is Involved,
.
invitation with very great pleasure. as Texline and Farwell are located.
ot a Bysteni direct government Is Impossible by se- salaries not to exceed $0,000 per an
mtiifBrv fArroi nf the territory
pire, but in the absence
the
I'Sincerely yours,
will have to decide the of representative government it was lected delegates or representatives num, with terms not to exceed bit
.kn .iw,.i h onhaprvlnnt toshall
Congress
"WILLIAM J. MILLS."
civil authorities and that they
boundary dispute and it Is probable ruled by the popular assembly of the then become absolutely Indispenslble. years in duration.
s
"MessrB. M. R. Mendelson, C. A.
Second, Five district Judges, to be
became imnot intrude when they have not been
that a boundary commission will be
Convention for Party Nominations.
city of Rome till the task
not
and J. D. Humphreys, Banquet named.
were
sent for and particularly they shall
It is certain that the 103d
What Ib true of the people of the elected by the people with salaries
powers
the
and
peopled
M."
possible
Committee, Raton, N.
not participate ln industrial disputes
meridian is the historic boundary of absorbed by the Caesars.
state as a whole is true ot that large to exceed $5,000 per annum.
which forms
Third. County Judges, in every
New Mexico and that the land which
and shall not present themselves
portion or moity of them
Representative Government.
NINE ARE SENT TO
where such disputes are ln progress
will be claimed ls really part of this
world govern- a political party. The party business county of the territory, who shall be
ancient
the
in
Thus
PENITENTIARY.
THE
unless there Is a most Imminent proscommonwealth.
or district of mod men learned in the law, at reasonably
ment by the people directly, govern-in of a town or village
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Dissenters.
pect of serious disorder.
ern size may be transacted directly by attractive salaries, these Judgesshall
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unby
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Hon, should be regarded as Improvements.
The proposition was offered by Mr.
Orme providing that the school lands
shall be classified and appraised and
shall not be sold for less than the
appraised value. In the case of Improvements the lessees shall be compensated for the value which shall
the
bo fixed by appraisement and
holder of lessee Bhall be given a prefBale.
erence right In the
Not more than 160 acres shall be
sold to one purchaser under a reclamation project. As to school land,
the proceeds of Its sale or the Bales
of timber shall go Into a fund In
perpetuity for Ihe schools. For university lnnds the proceeds shall be
similarly set aside for the uso of tho
university. Provision Is made for the
Investment of these funds so that
a
school and university shall derive
fixed Income.
Department of Labor.
A proposition providing for a department of labor wns introduced by
Mr. Connelly of Cochiso. The department shall be under the administration of a commissioner of labor.
Is also made for a board of
arbitrators, of which the commissioner shnll be ex officio chairman. Provision Is also made for a state boiler
Inspector.
was
A proposition for the recall
presented by Mr. Lovin of Mohave. It
differs from the Weinberger measure
only In that It requires that the petition for a recall election shall bo
signed by 35 per cent of the voters;
that Is, 35 per cent of as many as
cast votes for the office in question.
On account of Its similarity, to the
Weinberger proposition, this proposition was given Its second reading under a suspension of the rules and was
referred to the same committee where
the question of the percentage will be
'
threshed out.
A proposition offered by Mr. SlmB
of Cochise provides for the segregation of white and colored children o!
the schools. Dy colored children aro
meant only those of African descent.
Mr. Colter of Apache proposed a
outdepartment of public health and
The
lined the administration of It.
number of propositions were yester
.
day brought to Beventy-nineThe following measures were given
their second reading; The initiative
and referendum, by Judge Baker; the
DroDOsttion relating to legislative au
thority, by Mr. Cassldy; Dr. Mouer'aeducational measure: Mr. Welnbereer's recall proposition, and the prop
osltlon of Mr. Parsons relative, to
me
religious freedom and prohibiting
Bttle of liquor to Indians or the Introducing of liquor into tne inumu tun.,
try.
Renorters Fired Again.
The newsnaner reporters were fired
out again, after a brief enjoyment of
two days of the privilege which haa
been given them ot appearing upon
This
the floor of the convention.
privilege had been denied by motion
from the beginning but that motion
was rescinded last Tuesday.
Mr. Cunilt moved that the secretary
to
of the convention be Instructed
send to the secretary ot the New Mexico convention copies of all printed
propositions. Tho motion was adopted. In the morning session there was
a finsuggested the appointment of
ance, account and expense committee.
Dr. Tuthlll tried in vain to secure
a change In the method of doing
convenbusiness, and moved that the
tion adjourn at noon until next morning in order that the committees
work.
might devote the afternoon to
His motion was defeated by a vote of
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ONE FUNCTION OF THE PRESS.
improvement m urn ir-- u
It Ib due to the press that there Is
the past tew week,, which is partly
due to the big harvest. But a big har today a much better understanding of
vest cn not altogether overcome the- the government, of officials, of nation
evil effects of bad politics. The coun- al policies, than, ever Detore.
ine
betry had one or two good harvests
were circuthat
.rumor,
wild
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tween 1S9Z, wi.en ui wmwlated in years not so long ago as to
1 K9T.. when
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-- - they
often
rieu mo wv..., anA
- be forgotten by older citizens,
Kethe
and
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power
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to off. .
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Vot
HA,natotaf1
puDiicauii
icials, misinterpreting' official actions
(dle m0t refused to open their doors and giving rlso to the bitterest calum
was
party
tn0
Republicanuntl,
nies, are Impossible today, ana
Btnliea. m power once more. Some of
the life of the official as far as
that
recall
not
do
is
voters
his official duties are concerned,
(he younger
ton. episode of Democratic freed fiom many of those slanders
but the older cItlIeng are not which were circulated even about such
for the great and good men as Washington
likely to forget it. A defeat .....
and Lincoln. No wonder, offlolals apDemocrats on iNovemuor
disaster at home preciate the' work of newspapers and
)he- country lromh.ai1
'nh
llS
time
take Jonrnallsts Into their conddence.
uww,- and uiscreuiti.
In a recent interview at Columbus,
slnce 1896 ha8 8 Republican victory
James
been more' essential to the country's 0., Secretary' of Agriculture
Wilson Is quoted as saying:
weltar9 than tt is in 1910."
'There's something wrong with the
;?
;
t

workers, that there would be no party
workers unless they were paid, and
that the simplest way to pay them
was by appointment to office, with the
understanding that they Bhould give
part of their time to party work. To
the victors, according to their theory,
belonged the spoils of the enemy ; ana
the 'spoils' were the government
offices.
"The mere statement of this once
prevalent view shows how. far the
country has progressod In a quarter
s
of a century. The large
have not ceased their political activr
ity, but the clerk and small
la no longer compelled to spend
his time and Balary for his party on
pain of dismissal if he muses.
"Experience shows that there" are
still enough, and hiore than enough,
mon tn en en ire in the1 work of party
politics, although nq mall can now get
ii- .- i,,,.iiioat clArknhln without i) rov
ing himself competent.;
there are few men in or out oi pumic
life who deem the use of petty offices
to reward party service proper or
Civil service reform, ones
necessary.
sneered at as the dream of IdealistB,
has triumphed."

to be as universally
American citizens as
are principles guiding conduct, and
ought to result in the same spontan eons action insuring their perpetuatlon and observance. While this can
to guiae me
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generally
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first of all whether the ballot ne is
conserve
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about to cast is calculated
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Secretary-Treasureand further them.
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destroys the relation, between
departments,, lodging
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TROUBLOUS OUTLOOK IN KAN.
and already rumors of destitution and rightly so.
The Weekly New Mexican Review cate Questions
"Not one time in a thousand docs a
8AS. '
among dry farmers In that section, public official or private citizen have
Is the oldest newspaper in New MexIn Kansas, the Republicans have
THE NOVEMBER ELECTION.
ico. It is sent to every postoffice in
gre Deng circulated. Many, who tohad occasion to regret the confidence he
and
go
Republican tne mean8 have left their farms
Even the
the Territory and has a large intelthe demagogueB In
compromised-witimposes in men of the press."
is not any too confi- - ..homei incidentally giving New Mex- growing circulation among the the
Magazine:
the
InBtanceB and the outlook tn
Sunday
Says
too
many
MexNew
people of
dent of the outcome of the November ,ca a ..blacij eye." And yet,
ligent and progressive
"Because, then, of the powers given
'
Sunflower state for. Republican
Sonth west.
electlons and every indication Is that tco 1(J not to blame, nor is the Estan- their correspondents by many Import- the
next
be
fairer valley can
majority In the
n0
cla Talley
of the United States, success in November is not too bright,
ant
Republican
the
newspapers
THUR8DAY, OCTOBER 27, 1910.
House of Representatives will be very found anyWnere, the soil is fertile, nubile men have come to consider for the stalwart Republicans Bay that
the but the rainfall Is not . sufficient
to newspaper men of the capital a decid it they must vote for the principles of
small, so that the admission of
Mexico will
crops by ordinary means.- The ed force In national affairs. I know demagogues they prefer to vote for
Republlcsn state of New
rage
seem so desirable, that Congress will 8ucce8, 0f a few farmers who adopted a middle western correspondent who the straight Democratic ticket rather
the
the 8Clentiflc cultivation of the ground, is Invariably consulted by a prominent than a hybrid. The direct primary
probably not hesitate to admit
new stale forthwith upon the submls- wn0 guppiemented tne dry farming Senator from his state whenever the has been used to destroy the organizaTHE WORK OF THE FATHERS.
is
frames a tion and though the state is nominally
There is a sneer in too many places sion of its constitution, which it
metnodg with at least one irrigation, Senator projects a speech,
will be safe and sane. dem0nstrates that farming can be bill, or decides upon pressing a meas- Republican by 80,000 majority, It is
for the work of the fathers in formu- now assured,
continutoday in the doubtful column. At least
It really would not make much differ- made 8Uccessful Industry in that val- - ure. I know others who are
t'nl-teJ
lating that grand document, the
nrtitnH
- WnilM .ley. nays .me
tnn,.l and It ally asked by Senators and Congress- that is the way It looks to the Arizona
l
liic .mBvnwtuI
um,u
bvcu ii ,kA
euce,
.uL.tw.vmen
men what they think of the way these
States constitution. "Those
and the next House be Demo-- l3 taTklns; good, common sense:
Republican, which says;
happen,
. ... - iuibuiivo
.
.... lor- wuu
fiAnnfA
1.
voted or Intend to vote
l uw.
i. l n nnnh1(Mn
did not have the automobile, the air crane,
in r, Hacrtn. officials have
"It can hardly be believed that the
iiciiuuuuhi ine
.
HnilHA
V.H
H
n
Kansas next
.no lTainn. on measures that affect their political Democrats will carry
to irngaio a ouuu b ,1,a
ir.mruS ()tA
ship, the steam plow, that we have," anai a neiiuuntnu
ning
fortuneB.
month. The Republican margin there
Is the argument, and therefore "the could not legislate and its influence c)a valley was opened to settlement,
has
"One
correspondent
Washington
to prevent desirable But tne apo6tles of dry farming were
is bo wide that it would require an
constitution they drafted is as much would be merely
.
.. .t- t
tlM Ihn become famous by his assumption of extraordinary sloughing off io exhaust
tha Tnft
than
I..O...e,alo
!.,..!
Ul
uic,
,uovcj . this Con- - nrSl OH lUe grUUUU
the position of historian of what is
out of date as would be the state IffglSlallUU.
settler that irrigation would termed the Progressive Republican it.
program was. put through by
lncoming
,
I
i
la TIbaHaH 111
coach of Washington on Fifth ave"Yet Governor Stubbs and the Renever De - neceHnurj i .hJa tinlloV movement. Such men as Senator La
b.po
Kress auu n hubui .1..
that
believe
princimen
nue." These
will be enacted by next wnenever a few long headed men
It
legislation
Senator publican nominees for CongresB in the
Senator
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that
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fashion;
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ples change
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Bristow, Representative Murdork, and districts where the majorities are
no government is ever created
ot
see possibilities
rather enjoy two years of masterly in- -- dry yearswhich they felt certain Representative Madison consult this overwhelming
than
They
today.
period
longer
any
activity on part of the national legls- woud come at this altitude by the correspondent about measures and trouble ahead. They and the govforget, that the principles that under lators.
installation of pumping plants, those their effect. He displayed in his dis- ernor were nominated after spirited
lie all government, were theoretically
sizes up the Iino.,ti(,8 were ever at hand with their patches during the long session of the contests with regular Republican asThe
worked out and in practice several
'8h don t talk of irrigation for this Sixty-firs- t
Congress Buch perspicacity, pirants for the same offices, but they
thousand years ago; that philosophy situation as follows:
"Taft has planned to draw up a 8ectin because If you do you will judgment bo sound, and a manner of are aware that a large element that
has not added anything strikingly new
to
Is presentation so graphic ana convinc- contributed to their nominations in
or revolutionary to the thoughts of rough draft of his message, so as
g(op (ne lide ot immigration which
now 11(ng up tne valley.' And so ing, that magazine writers who came fact, wltnout whose support they
the Oreek and Hebrew philosophers; have some leisure for that onprojected
Novemwe djd not prepare for the lean years to Washington to study the political would have been defeated, will be on
that human nature has remained the visit to Panama, beginning
to take him away wnci, naturally come to any moun- - situation consulted with equal defer- the other side at the election. A
same since the day that the Athenians ber 10, which was
.
turn
aKniit
i
i
,n
ence the President, the Speaker, and Democrat
.it
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may vote for a Republican
tain country.
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. .
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w. v,Af
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McCall for the RepubIII.. I itiative and the referendum, expelled weens, Tlnui. u
at a primary, but it Is too' much to
"Beiore a seiner uunuo w, him. Representative
and
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Senator
on
a
had
become
regulars,
Aristldes because they
proach to confidence, do anything A 8e)f or nlB animals he should dig
expect of him to support the same
.
. . i
... Representative Norrls for the Republi- candidate at the regular election.
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can
the
cor
then
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him
In
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progressives,
thoughtwould
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The Cincinnati Enquirer,
Democratic victory
"The question now asked by Gover
country one wina mm l8 a livelihood;
ful editorial, sounds the warning to alter, In some essential particulars, twQ g coral)etency, and tnree will start respondent for a general understand- nor Stubbs Ib, to what extent is this
the
assimilation
of
what
deand
ing
unrest
that
of
would
Idea
write
this
of
which
he
the
to be
against
any manifesto
g bank Bccount if the creaking
statesmen had told them. This news- expected Democratic defection
mands a change In governmental on the assumption that his own party Tl.)ndmin bad been heard in numer-woulRethe
regular
at
by
polls
made
good
the
man's summary of
proceedprinciples and forms with every sunretain control of the govern oug acciaim throughout the valley dur-me- paperof
a
publicans,
as
used
been
has
ings
Congress
rise, when it says:
The uncertainty which, in ,
tne pa8t gummer, this fall our
"The newspapers Indicate that the
La
"Very few persons in the transac- some degree, he and all other Repub - nome8 wouid be presenting as pros- - campaign document by Senator
in Wisconsin.
Follette
regulars are apathetic and even hosn. onv In the "No man lb
ll.an laorlara foul Uiltl lflflt tlTltil after
public life more fully tile, claiming that the ticket preAS an eVl
DnnL- Ununtnln
.
appreciated the judgment and power sented to them is not of Republican
nor is n pro.rn.mv
prompted,
,
1
or
una
u,
"
""
of Washington correspondents
than manufacture, does not reflect the sendence of the trutn
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i.i ; j .
truly
that the result of an election ha. been wherew
wIndm1, went roimd and former President
his pdSance
Roosevelt. What timent of a large faction of the party
BUmmer 8upl)lylng water to effect this had in popularizing his ad and is out of line with the national
prindple of juce? truth k,"dne..n doubt. In 1902, the year after Co I
-- --r-- u.-.- his
ministration and
personality Republican party, whose titular head
ft crop its owner wore mo
and devotion to duty, he win come Of through the medium of writers who is President Taft
came.
e88 when September
ta act sDontaneously and almost un- look was rather dark. The anthracite
all of the con-,cu would De mucn Detter for liked and admired him cannot be esti"They assert that since the ticket
consciously in accordance with the strike raged through
Tensions! campaigns of that year ex
It is known that failure on stands for partisan irregularity and
If we could start with the Individ mated.
principles; but the principles must be
the part of President Taft's flrRt sec- was
few days of it. Coal
ual or central pumping plant.
produced by it, they, the reguthere, deeply Imbedded and genuine- cept in the last
Other advanced In price, railroad traffic in "The success of a small amount of retary, FYed W. Carpenter, to under- lars, are bounu to It by no party ties.
ly embraced and assimilated.
wise his action will be determined by the coal regions fell off, manufac- irwmtinn hv the windmill will inevit stand the peculiar position of the press
"It is not to be presumed that all
In relation' to the President preventthe country
lead us to the individual pumppassing whims, mere selfish preferen- turing was impeded, and
the
regulars feel that way about, It;
ably
ed first hand gathering of facts and
ces, the dictates of slothfulness, or was under a rather emoarraBsm? ing plant and the latter to the central a
only a minority. Most, no
perhaps
for
surmise and speculanecessity
If nothing else is in
the suggestion of the first man he strain. Public men attempted to
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rumors
substantial
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that
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no question of principle is Involved, ting some kind of an adjustment
w' to .uppy our8eives with tnem. are about to be
born newspapers sim- may differ.
and occasions arise when before de- which would reopen the mines. All Later on we can mature more ambi-effort- s
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ply have to have a 'story'.
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direction,
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however, seems certain. At
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whether
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principles.
it will conform
truce was the operators and railroad
,,nch the windmill and small fected and to gain a clear Intelligence porters believe there will be and his
"Much the same conditions exiBt in owners. Then Col. Roosevelt entered .in
pumping
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action
field
of
the
political
Induced the operators to and liberal lines for the next twelve ant circumstances, they can prpsent the movement againBt him a conspir
vot- the contest.
life.
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Many
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meet the labor leaders, and the result
a recompense be the condition properly to the public." acy and are invoking party regularity.
ers have no political principles, but was an armistice which set the months will reap
"But here is a situation inseparable,
cast their ballots from prejudice, per- miners at work, and the outcome was yond his expectations."
TAFT 18 PROGRESSIVE.
as we have frequently observed, from
sonal preference, mere party associaan agreement which established peace
A GHA8TLY
TOLL.
President Taft Is progressive, even anv nrlmary system which is designed
tion, or, too often, as a matter of bar in the coal fields for several years.
a fnim nf tvnhold fever is prevalent if he Is not a radical progressive. The to break up party organization. The
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NOW OR NEVER.

THE NEED OF 8TRICT ECONOMY.

'

In

long
The New Mexican believes
There can be no doubt that the terms and good salaries for the judi
term "next regular session" of Con
ciary. Not that a salary or iiu.uuu
gress in the enabling act. In Bpeaklng will secure a better Judge than a salof the Congress which shall pass upon
ary of $11,000 a year, but that the Judge
the constitution submitted by New Is worth a salary that will put nun
Mexico, refers to the coming short
the present Congress and
not to the next Congress which does
not expire until March 4, 1913. The
word regular is used to diBtinguisn
it from any special session tnat me
President miirht have called. It was
the Intent of CongresB therefore, that
the territories should be admittea to
statehood as soon after March ' 4,
1911, as possible. It Is not customary
for one Congress to legislate for an
other, and It is the present Congress
that desires to dispose of the state;
hood matter Anally.' It is very prob
submits
able, that If New Mexico
"
before V next
suitable constitution
March 4, that a Joint resolution will
be adopted by both Houses admitting New Mexico forthwith, and that
President Taft will sign such a resolution. This Is contingent, however, upon the submission of a Bane and safe
constitution with no provisions that
are unconstitutional, such as the initiative and the referendum. It is very
likely, too, that New Mexico will be
admitted alone and that Arizona will
have to wait for another ten years or
so. i The census has Just demonstrat
ed that Arizona is not keeping up with
New Mexico In growth. Ten years ago,
Arizona was only 75,000 people behind
New Mexico, today It has 135,000 Inhabitants less than New Mexico and
has not enough white inhabitants by
40,000 to make a congressional district. If in addition to this poor showing, Arizona Bhould come to Washington with a radical, unconstitutional
fundamental
law, it goes without
that Arizona's
much
argument
chances will be slim as far as becoming a state (s concerned. If New Mexico, too, Bhould present such a document, it is possible that CongresB will
pass an act uniting the two territories
into one and providing for their admission at Borne date when their combined population shall have reached
or exceeded a million.

spBBlon of

COAL MINING IN NEW MEXICO.
The newB from Raton and vicinity
that new openings are being driven In
the coal villus of that section, which
are among the most extensive and valuable In the southwest, Is an Indication that the demand for New Mexico
coal is on the Increase. It is not exactly true that the coal deposits of
but
Colfax county are inexhaustible,
they will furnish fuel for several hundred years to come even at an Increased rate of output One may follow the outcropplngs and seams for
forty miles In a straight line and one
may stand blindfolded at Raton and
point to any place in certain directions, and be sure to indicate a good
place to develop coal. In San Juan
county too, the coal deposits are Immense, and while mostly lignite, yet,
furnish good fuel which in the not far
distant future will supply a large
radius. The mines in McKlnley county are working with full force and
steadily, and the lesser coal fields of
the Territory are most of them producing at this time handicapped only
by a slight car shortage. The strike
Ing the central coal fields had produced a shortage which has given an
impetus to New Mexico coal mining
and the industry Is having the most
prosperous year in its history. It Is
quite likely that the output during
the present fiscal year will exceed
three million tons considerably, and It
is believed, that the production last
fiscal year reached or surpassed
the three million ton mark for the
first time in the history of the commonwealth. Reliable authority has It,
that the outlook has never been so
and
good for Increased production
continued activity in the New Mexico
coal fields than at present.
BAD 8H0WING FOR NEW MEXICO.
The official crop reports for New
Mexico this year will not Induce much

This
Immigration to the Southwest.
the trouble with aggregate and average figures that they do not indicate, the great successes that may
have been achieved in at least some instances. But there is atso another asThey show
pect of theBe statistics.
that there has been and is much careless farming In the southwest. Even
under, circumstances under which a
good crop should have been harvested the yield has been Inferior. Thousands of newcomers from the states
have tried to farm on the arid plains
as they farmed in the humid climate
and failed. The remedy HeB in making Instruction In agriculture one of
the fundamental studies in the public
schools. The children should be
taught the lessons that their parents-dnot seem to grasp, that farming Is
as much of a science as mining or
engineering; that different soils and
different climate require different kinds
The next generation
of farming.
would then be ashamed to make a
showing in the crop statistics, such
as New Mexico made this year, for
among the states and territories of
the Union, New Mexico stands at the
bottom as to yield per acre this year
In almost every crop.
is

It Is well to leave it to each school
district to decide for Itself whether it
wll' maintain separate schools for
whites and neeroeB. In but few dis
tricts Is the race feeling so rabid as to
Induce the tax payers to put up school
fnr the colored puptlfl. for it
miiat be provided that the school facil
ities shall be the same for ootn races.
It Is a matter of local legislation, pure
and simple, and as such has no place
in tho cnnatltuHon. for the Idea is not
tn dlHcrlmlnate in iavor of one race
as against the other, but to give both
equal advantages without stirring up
race fooling and race hatred.
Tho fart that flermnnv and Great
Britain will be sponsors to the new
republic of Portugal will awaken suspicion in more than one foreign office
But this Ib not the
on the continent.
same age in which Poland was

ubove ordinary impecunlty. The honor Is so high and so much sought, that
id nn doubt, be candidates
of ability and Integrity for tho Judge
ships If there were no salary aiiucneu
to the position. A twelve years term
and 17.600 a year, $90,000 for the
twelve year term, under ordinary cir
cumstances for each of the three
Judges which are to constitute ine
..,
a
n,,r, nf'thn Slate of New
Mexico, is not an unreasonable propo
sition. The three JuilgeB woum noi
draw more' from the Territory than
do the seven judges, who now constitute that tribunal. Still, New Mexico
must practice economy right from the
start. The supreme JudgeB of today
are also the trial Judges In their districts. They are able men and 'they
serve for considerably less than $7,600
a year even though In the employ of
wealthy Uncle Sam. For tne present,
New Mexico should content Itself paying its supreme Judges $5,000 a year
or $60,000 for tha term of twelve
I
i uyears.
The state Is not wealthy. In fact.
It Is the poorest state In the Union.
Its total taxable assessment Is only
of what several cities of
leas population return for taxation:
the assessment of
only
one or two Pennsylvania counties of
400 square miles and having no large
cities. Only one person out of every
i.oi. A is a tmimver In New Mexico,
and in some counties only one In every
tnou-santhirty or forty. There nre many
families In New Mexico who live
on an Income of less than $6 a week,
the miniwhich is scarcely one-hal- t
mum Income of the poorest families in
moBt other states. In fact, the aver
Is
age family iucome in New Mexico infur lower than the average family
come in any other commonwealth, It
A,.rnvimntia more the family Income
in fnntinontul Rurooe. It Is true, it
will not always be thus but before
there is much Improvement, there
must be more capital, more industries,
more factories, more coal mines, more
railroads In the Territory, and until
they come, there should be the strictest economy in the administration of
tho new state and the greatest liber
altty toward, and the fewest restrictions on corporate and Individual
weiilth and enterprise.
A MATTER FOR THE BAR.
If the New Mexico Bar Association
were as active and alive a body as it
should be, It would prove Its useful-

ness at this time in recommending to
the constitutional convention a Judicial system that would meet the reand
quirements of advanced thought
at the same time would adjust itself
to New Mexico conditions. The Dona
has
Ana County Bar Association
exgrasped the opportunity and has
pressed Itself In favor of an elective
luillcinrv. with mouerate salaries for
the Judges, tfnd the vesting of probate Jurisdiction in a court of record
In
presided over by some one vereed
the law. If the association voices the
sentiments of the bar in other counconvention
ties, the constitutional
should certainly adopt its suggestions
for in most of the commonwealths,
the organized bar is the determining
voice in court legislation andthe selection of Judges. This has helped
to command the rethe courts
spect not only of attorneys but of the
people and has placed the Judiciary
nn
bleh ethical nlane that must re
dound to the advantage of Justice. It
Is to be regretted indeed, that the
New Mexico Bar Association, Is In
such somnolent condition that it does
not assert Itself at this critical time.
A state can't expect to thrive without a good constitution, tritely says
the Washington, D. C, Pathflender.
The special convention chosen to prepare a constitution for the state-to-b- e
of New Mexico Ib now hard at work at
Santa Fe on this task. Though Arizona and New Mexico have been author
Ized by Congress to come into the
Union, warning has been given them
that they will have to be examined,
and tf their constitutions are not
found up to the mark they will have
to stay out. Uncle Sam has never,
liked the constitution that Oklahoma
has, and hence special care Is being
taken tn the case of theBe last two
slBters to knock for admission. There
are 71 Republicans and 29 Democrats
In the convention, and what is called
the conservative element Is in control,
The new census gives New Mexico a
gain
population ot 327,396, which is
of 68 per cent in 10 years. This Ib
a bigger population than any other
state has ever had at admlsBion except Oklahoma.

Governor Wllllnm J. Mills today received from Census Director E. Dana
Durand, the official census returns by
counties for Arizona.' The neighboring territory's growth during the past
ten years was more than 60,000 Inhabitants less than that ot New Mexico. A study of population by couninties, also shows that the
crease was moBtly In mini"" l oiintles.
Thirty per cent of the hcrease for
the entire territory, for Instance, is
In Cochise county, In
the mining
towns of Blsbee, Pnuglas, Clifton.
Another large incrensr- is in tho county of Gila, where the'minlng camp of
Globe has had a temporary increase
of prosperity.
But mining, while a
great factor in temporary prosperity,
Is not of sufficient permanent character on which to build a commonwealth
us Nevada has demonstrated. Cut out
of Arizona the mining camps
and
there Is very llttlo left, and even today with an enormous mineral output with some of the largest mining
camps in the world, Arizona has 133,-00- 0
people less than New Mexico.
In private, most of the delegates admit that it would be well to do without the grand Jury system, but in public they all submit to the public prejudice In its favor. It seems well to
bow the neck to King Demos at times,
even If he Is wrong.
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New Mexico Looks Good to It
many things simply to sell to tour- pared to the tight, firm weave of the
Mr. Holcomb Is one of those high time shall be allowed in the commit cussion, although there was no oppos he said,
The American Bon-'lnCompany, of
ists. The Indian finds In this work better grade of Navajo blankets. Sevofficials in Indian affairs like Francis tee of the whole, or In convention, for ition to the boundaries as reported.
to eral blankets are woven
has today applied for
on the same Baltimore, Md.,
To the question whether the survey-- . Taft. He hoped that the effort to an occupation that is congenial
C. Leupp, formerly head of the In- discussion upon matters touching the
in New
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The convention was called to order replied, that the surveyor general had be the biggest town in New Mexico, genuine Indian curio" to take
fringe at the ends which Is tied or
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Adjutant General A. S. Brookes was
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Mrs. Pedro Perea Receives Great Scout's Residence at Four Reform School Inmates
Who Graduated Into the
Taos Will Be Preserved
That Sum on Insurance
as

Policy
BALANCES

Financial Condition of
Counties is

HON. FRANCIS E. WOOD
From the
Delegate From Albuquerque, Bernalillo County, Who "Insurged"
Demochratlo Into the Republican Party When Bryan Wn Frlat
Nominated,

RAISED

0FJM34.655.44
Twenty-Si-

x

Supreme Court Clerk Jose D. Sena
todny received a remittance of $12,000
from the State Life Insurance Company of Indianapolis in payment of a
Judgment renewed against the company In the district court at Albuquerque and affirmed by the territorial supreme court In the suit of Mrs. Pedro
Perea, widow of the late Delegate to
Congress Pedro Perea of Bernalillo,
Sandoval county. The suit was on a
policy for 110,000 and the defense was
that the insured did not live up to the
contract or agreement made with him
by the agent who sold him the policy.
With Interest and costs the Judgment
has run over i2,000 and Supreme
Court Clerk Jose D. Sena today wired
the company to remit the additional
sum to cover the Interest from February 4, 1908, the date the Judgment was
rendered.
Territorial Funds,
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
from
Game
today received f 114
Warden Thomas P. Gable,
Incorporation.
incorporation papers were filed to-Idar by ie Howei Earnest Agency
Company of Clayton, Union county,
capitalized at $12,000, divided into 120
snares
Tne incorporators and dlrec-tare, Samue Hosfeld, Howell
Earnestj jjellle A. Hosfeld, Mabel H.

s
or the bIx selected from several
dred graduates to take part In the
ilnal debate.
Mr. Wood studied law at Cornell
uTTdor Chas. E. Hughes who has been
recently appointed associate Justice
of the supreme court of the United
tutlon making.
States and who was then a professor
Mr. Wood is a native of Steuben at Cornell.
county, New York, where he waB born
Admitted to the New York bar In
in 1870. His father was French and line Mi- - Wood nractlced law for five
bis mother Irish and his ancestors j y(?ftrB m' Buffalo and uien moved to
wore pioneers In developing the great Corn)ngi N y. There he continued to
Empire state.
rige t n(g profession and was chosen
Mr. Wood spent his early years clty attorney in 1904. But the poor
0f his wife Induced Mr. Wood
working on his father's farm and
At the age to gee tne Sunshine state and Its ex- tended a public school.
of eighteen he entered an academy at hilirotlng climate. It was in 1907 hej
Bath, N. Y., and was graduated there jBI)d Ml. wood moved to the Duke
1890 as president of the class. At pty and formed a partnership with O.
that time he taught a district school j N Marron. of Albuquerque, the firm
to being Mnrron and Wood.
during the winter, earning means
Mr. Wood, like many New Yorkers,
keep up with his classes and he had
an anient Democrat In his youngstudy In after hours to learn bts!waa
lessons. In 1890 he won a free compe- er dayB Dnd wus presment or me uvm-titlon scholarship in Cornell Univer ocratlc Club of Cornell, during theEarnegt
and riBvelnnd camnaign of 1892. He was
sity, awarded to Steuben county
Counties in Good Financial Condition.
president of the class. Mr.
Mr. Wood entered Cornell in the fall
The report of Traveling Auditor C.
Mr. Wood, however, left the Democratic
1894.
of
class
the
in
of that year
shows that
uniof W. J. V. Safford for September,
the
nomination
from
the
remained
away
upon
Wood
party
In
a on October 1, there were balances
been
since
posihas
and
the
1896
in
one
accepting
Bryan
year,
versity
the twenty-sicounty treasuries of
to
school
a
of
stalwart
Republican.
village
of
tion
principal
Chaves county, on ac$1,134,036.44.
Mr. Wood is a fluent and aggressive
procure enough money to complete
ana ponsn count of its big court house building
of
Intellect
man
a
sneaker,
course,
his university
he has,'fund, led with a balance of $150,981.44.
.
in- -t
Cornell In 1892. he was . ed manner and as a lawyer
uuua county with a similar fund and
1LELU,U...D
Hlettno-iiUhpra
anu
in
proveu
class
isai
third with $83,879.11, but Valencia
graduated with his,
Evans
Charles
Hughes.
one
.1
... ...
teacher,
of
COO AO anit
being
rt(ti fll,U.i4,ii
wiiu
enjoyed the distinction
I'UUlllJ W US BCUOUU Willi
Bernalillo fourth with S2,972.ut. Sowith $72,165.79, Grant
THEOLOGIAN DECLARES BISHOP corro was fifth
WARM PRAISE FOR
Lincoln was
MATZ IS THE VICTOR. sixth wllh $09,887.82.
,
CITY OF TUCUMCARI.
seventh with $59,715.78 and San Mieight with $59,037.02. The other
last Sees No Sweeping Victory for Father guel
counties had the following balances:
Judge John R. McFie returned
Denver
had
Paper
he
Despite
Carrlgan,
Colfax $37,030.23; curry $12,650.12;
night from Tucumcarl where
Head Lines, .
Dona Ana $50,148,38; Eddy $24,712.11;
a Very pleasant and busy vlBlt. Speaksaid
Guadalupe $23,084.90; McKinley $10,ing of his trip there the Judge
Otero $19,
of a Denver paper 974.58; Mora $15,784.83;
lines
head
The
Tuto
today: "This was my first visit
Rio Arriba
HMred 1409.90: Quay $25,416.02:
to
attention
cumcarl and I found a hustling bust- calling
..
U42.fil2.59:
Roosevelt $22,866.62; SanK
ling little city, with a large number "Bweepmg v.ctory .or rauier
ilM6. San Juan ,,2.716.85:
of substantial looking brick and stone gan" have attracted the notice of
SantB Po $19,249.66; Sierra $24,327.09;
business
buildings, and
and
here
known
well
theologian
he:Taog ,25,778.04; Torrance $19,672.76;
men. It is surrounded by a large
head lines are mis-- 1'nion $22,554.79.
these
declares
that
suffered
which
has
farming country
He said: "The
alleged
Postmaster Appointed,
like other parts of the country from leading.
j, tjye has been appointed
a dry spell but is still able to hold sweeping victory for Father Carriganj
'
aB reporiea in ueiiver i iu wvi a
postmaster at Halle, Guadalupe coun
its own
CarriFather
ty, in place of .1. Dobbins, resigned..
Tucumcarl has a large new hotel tory for Bishop Bats.
his parish of
to
had
has
up
give
be
to
gan
or
about
put
construction
under
to anunder construction and everywhere St. Partclk and will be assigned as a O'NEIL MURDER TRIAL
other. The bishop is recognized
AT GATE CITY.
there Is a sign of boom.
of the commission
"As regards court work the grand member, for life,
And
in charge of the church property.
was emOct. 20. The
Jury was in session five days and re
to the Raton, In the case of Jury
the Territory
.turned 44 true bills and 22 no true since Father Carrlcan submits
panelled
in
vs. Thomas O'Nell, nfter three spebills, making 66 cases In all during decision of the apostolio delegate
contro- a five days' session. This is indicative Washington, before whom the
cial venires of 60 names had been Isdecisa
for
sued and 48 Jurors had been examined,
of the class of good business men in versy was finally brought
Tucumcarl and that the new district ion, the censures that the prleBt in The first witness for the prosecution
the
had
cancelled."
curred are, de facto,
was Dr. Diver of Dawson. He exattorney, 'Harry McElroy
cases well in hand and has made an
plained the condition of the wound
and the examination of the body and
TO
exceptionally good record."
BARBED-WIRthe
BE THE SEPARATOR slated that death resulted from
Judge McFie said that lie disposed
wound Inflicted by the gun shot.
of all the business that could be
A.
reached while he was there but that Fence Will Be Built on Border 0f! The second witness called was D,
Sanders, night marsnai oi uawsuu,
as three lawyers were absent to atMexico and United States to
of
and one of the two
tend the constitutional convention to
Keep Cattle In.
the affray. He stated that he was in
which they are delegates, certain cassaloon
what Is known as the lower
es could not be heard and an adjournEl Paso, Texas, Oct 24. The erec- at Dawson on the night of April 19,
ment was reached by agreement until
border of
the
of
fence
a
along
tion
reand there 8aw the defendant and
December 12 when court will be
Mexico and the United States seems
drinking at the bar. That he
Dyers,
sumed by Judge Wright
nssured. Surveyors now in the field, was In the place Beveral times anu
the
lines
for
are said to be running
noticed the two men quarrelling, and
The pleasant purgative effect exper- construction of a barb wire fence. he spoke to them and told them to
the
to
Chamberlain's
use
serve
who
keep
all
1 o'clock a.
This will
principally
ienced by
stop. Returning at about
Stomach and Liver Tablets, and the cattle of each country from wander m he found both men still quarrelling
be
healthy condition of the body and lng over the line rather than to as and It was about this time that the
mind which they create, makes one a means of stopping smuggling,
ahnntlne took nlace. O'Nell remare
was reported.
feel Joyful, Bold by all druggists.
ed You have been saying all nlghl
that you could whip me now come
on and do it take off your coat By
ers replied that he did not nave w
take oft his coat to whip him, O'Neill
and he immediately slapped O'Nell,
dpi.
twice on the right side of the face,
Btrlklng him so hard that O'Nell stagwas
gered from the blow. As Byersrenew
if
rushing upon him, evidently to
his attack, O'Nell drew his pistol and
fired.
The main witness for the defendant
of
was Andy Buckley, the bar tender
occurthe saloon in which the killing
red.

Hon. Francis E. Wood, who repre- the younger legal element In the
constitutional convention, is a real-- .
dent of Albuquerque, Bernalillo coun-- j
ty, and Is one of the able speakers j
.miv nnrt In constl-- '
ia t.,n.,

n

populaWashington, Oct. 24.-- The
Is
tion of the state of Connecticut or
1,114,756, an Increase of 206,336
22.7 per cent over 1900.

CAPT.

Delegate From

HITS
AGAIN
BOGARDUS
THE BULL'S EYE.
who
ehot
world famous rlile
of
rocord

This
holds the championship
'inn niironna ln 1UU consecuuvo
Is living at Lincoln, 111. Recently
a
ho bvr: "I suffered
and bladder
l0ng time with kidney
.. ui. f..iD iih v myW trnnhle and used several well known
,
kldnev medicines, all of which gave
uo aia Dn
novpr
h.
F
I
It. He entered the lumber business me no relief until started taking
Before I used F
at Gallup, and there, wllh energy and ley Kldne$ P11H.
v,
i.. '.
h..in n
- Kidney- P11U I had Bevere back
U(m uunuivrnn buudu, tin una imuh iiji
mm
a splendid business. Mr. Page Is also aches and pains in my kidneys
p
i
u
i
,miwassion and cloudy voiding, on
,i
tj
I would got
o
!nt n,,H hn. hntHlnir work.. mrlaliiK In the morning
Now I have taken
Politically he has been quite proml - du!l headaches
nent He has boon htmored wi h ho
, am

PAGE.
GREGORY
and an
Gallup, a Business Man of Wide Experience
Republican Leader of McKinley County.
HON.

Hon. Gregory Page, a man of large
business enterprises, a booster for his
town and territory and an acknowledged Republican leader in McKinley
county, Is a prominent delegate In the
constitutional convention.
Mr. Page was born In Ontario connr'nimda. February 4. 18C8. He is
en- of French and Irish parentage and
-- -r- of being a mem- pOBUlOn Ol uimillllllll Ul UID jibimiuii- distinction
the
or
Joys
committee of McKinley never bothered with my kidneys own
ber of a family of sixteen children. can county several
ike
feel
my
and
again
bladder
now
and
is
for
was
years
he
Thirty years ago, or when decided county as that
.elf," Bold by The Capital Pharmncv.
county's treasurer,
serving
Just 22 years of age, Mr. Page
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Governor Mills today pardoned Paul
JOHN G. CLANCY.
CAPTAIN
Owen, Orover Clark, John Smith and
Walter Scott of the New Mexico re Delejate From Clancy, Guadalupe County ,And One of the Constitutional
Old-eform school at Springer, so that Judge
Makers Who 8at In the Convention of 1889 He Is the
Ira A. Abbott may sentence them In
In
Convention.
the
Delegate
district court at Raton to the penitentiary. The four boys pleaded guilty to
the Indictment of assault with Intent Captain John G. Clancy, Republl- - and was a close associate of the lit- to kill, the Indictments growing out
u.u
mining
Z
iot the can delegate from Clancy, Guadalupe n songanQ
and story, the captain residing
.
reiorm scnooi in wmcn escttimun iuej uuumj, eujujo mo uikhku.ui m uc- pranclsco His remttiscenattacked and seriously injured As- one of the deieEate8 who sat In i
millions were
h,
av,
slstant Superintendent Sample. The
to draft
con. made and IoBt ln a day, make him a
oonventlon
pardon was a forma ty whlch had to
inexhaustible Interest,
.
.
.
precede their graduation Into the pen!-..... ..
,
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,hr,mrttnbL
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leniiar.
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r,ney

xt
ir..inn pw.,.e ivn
ipib iu mne linn iu mo anmi: iiuiiuiLaiu uaiut) iu acw
Territorial Funds.
visited San- Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero 'ork. H ' "e oldest delegate in the years ln the territory and
iwoived from c, H Chenault convention, out oears nis years wen. ra f e, He nrsi reaiueu iu
(n.iu
reCaptain Clancy IB a native oi oat- Luna and then in San Miguel. He
of Quay county, $204.29; from Game
tleboro, Vermont, wnere ne was porn turned to California for two years. He
Warden Thomas P. Gable $8.75.
He attended the public came back to New Mexico coming
i in
1836.
Apportioning School Fund.
Several of the counties which have schools of that town and was gradu- - through Arizona with many flue sheep.
sent incomplete reports of the school ated from the high school. Later he Captain Clancy was one of the concensus will suffer in the apportion- - went to BoBton where he studied In stitution makers of 1889 with E. S.
ment of $35,000 of the school fund he Commercial Academy. Then he Stover, F. W. Clancy, T. B. Catron, G.
about to be made by Territorial
the caii 0 ihe waves, follow-- i V. Prlchard and Sylvestre Mirabal.
perintendent of Public Instruction J - ng the sea for five years. He was He served one term in the legislature
E. (Jlarn.
tne apportionment win ue t dll danced and was made an in 1892. He is today an extensive
based upon the school census of 1910. iofflcer of tne paclflc Mall whose sheep ralBer with large ranges In the
i
Trade Marn Registerea.
steamerg pned between 8an Francis- - valley of the Alamagordo, In Guada-Ithe office of Territorial Secretary
H(J waf made 8Uper. ,upe c0,mty
co
pBngniR
PettiNathan Jaffa the trademark
,
.,i-- n:
wiHmr.r nnd
f.,0i rion i
was
John's Breakfast Gem,"
registered!
nm
i,h offlre. at the fnliowine three children are liv- wtlf start on Carl.bad-P.ain- .
Road.! San Juan del Sur ; Nicaragua. He later lng: Carl C. Clancy, Juan J. Clancy
n,L.
i. l vou; took up- the work of prospecting for and Carolina Clancy.
:.i- - ID
1 IIB KUUU IUUUB UUIUUIIDOIUU
A
mines in Mexico. In Nevada and wasi Captain Clancy is regarded as a
n th
In the mln-- . strong man politically by his constitu- Carlsbad-Plain- s
highway. A well has among those who engaged
m mu
uusiueuB
iu ems anu ne ne
stock
and
Droaerage
been sunk which will supply the road lng
the days of the Virginia City, bonanza when he is put on a ticket.
workers with water.
Star Service.
The Btar service has been changed
USING CRUDE OIL
from East Las Vegas to Mineral Hill CHARLES E. LINNEY
TO SPRINKLE ROAD.
TAKES A BRIDE.
to supply Mineral Hill site being auCOLLISION
MOTORCYCLE
the
thus
decreasing
thorized and
IN ALBUQUERQUE,
"Sunshine snd Happiness" Is Forecast
Albuquerque, N. M-- , Oct. 25. That
route by one and a half miles.
of Friends of the Ruler of
the application of crude oil to the Rio
"Winds and Waves."
John K. Brown Sustains Concussion ARIZONA'S POPULATION IN
Grande roads is the best method of
of the Brain and Juan Montoya
1910 BY COUNTIES.
securing permanent and perfect higha
benedict.
Is
E.
Charles
Unney
Shaken
Up.
Was Badly
the
Word has been received here that the ways has been demonstrated by
N. M Oct. 25. John
Ari. Alhnmiernue.
24
D. C, Oct.
Washington,
Miss successful
conducted
experiment
son or Mrs. J. ft. zona's population by counties In the noted weather man has married
K. Brown, the
Fredertca AhlBtran of Chicago and south of this city by the Farmers' As- Brown, who resides on the mesa east eleventh, twelfth and thirteen centhat the wedding ceremony took place ar.jatlnn
nf
iimlcr tho rifrar-tlnsustained a slight sus follows:
of Albunucrque,
this morning in Mr. Llnney's former ' PresdenJ A c Heyman who is also
concussion of the brain at noon to
census,
thirteenth
county,
Apache
on
home, the Windy City.
nrirtpl.t nf the BIO firande Industrial
day when he collided, while riding
9 106; twelfth census 8,297; eleventn
The bride was a Wend of Mr. Lin- BQuth of Albuquerque.
a motorcycle, with Juan Montoya, a census 4,281.
several
died
who
first
wife,
Mr Hyman came Jn find Md
The accident
boy.
thirteenth census 34,591; ney's
young Mexican
Cochise,
ago.
years
Morning Journal about it yesterday
happened down town and attracted twelfth census 9,251; eleventh census
Mr. Llnney was teased about his gnd
make a mUe tak ,o (he good
quite a large crowd. Brown, who is C,9,",8.
on the tapis when he roa(lg
being
was
wedding
at the Coramercial
meetlng
a Santa Fe machinist apprentice,
thirteenth census 8.130;
Coconino,
left for Chicago a few days ago. To;c)ub (h)j evenng , wnirn ne
taken to the Santa Fe hospital in one twelfth census 5,514.
the
broached
who
subject
(he meeting gome data which
census 16.780; reporters
ambulance and Moya was taken to
thirteenth
Gila,
Mr. Unney held out a forecast of
ln
of tne utra08t TaIlle
the St. Joseph in another one. Brown's twelfth census 4,973; eleventh census,
weath-- , ,shoM prove
with
fairer
fortnight's vacation,
,ne good roads problem In
g,udv
injuries are much more serious than 2.021.
But
home.
returned
he
when
er"
atn8
county
Mnva's who was discharged Trom tne
Graham, thirteenth census 23,5.7;
..
blush that seamed his counteappIcd
hnsnltal after an examination reveal twelfth census 14,182; eleventh cen- slight
g;lonB of
would be
there
that
nance
insuggested
TeMnal 0 from tne ganta Fe tle
'
ed that no broken bones or Internal
sus, 5,670.
a honeymoon after the vacation
be
ueauiig Ulillll IU HUUill n lime uuu a
juries had been sustained. It is Maricopa, thirteenth census 34,485; .Mr. Unney would not own up.
half of road south of the stock yards,"
lieved that Brown will recover wnn- twelfth census 20.457: eleventh cen
courant
an
Mr. Unney is not only
said Mr. Hyman yesterday. "This oil
out any permanent injuries.
sus 9,998.
affairs in and around which is
hardly as good for the purcensus 3,773; of all weather
thirteenth
Atnhan,
to
man
a
not
He
only
is
Fe.
as crude petroleum, was kindly
llood results always follow the use twelfth census 3,426; eleventh census Santa
in pose
sunshine
for
looks
whom
everyone
donated to us by the tie plant people
They contain 1.444.
of Foley Kidney Pills.
cool breezes ln summer.
to
and we put it on ourselves, using a
census 22,818; winter and
lust the ttignedients necessary
Navnjo, thirteenth
ln the prosInterested
Is
He
deeply
w twelfth census 14,689; eleventh censpecially constructed tank and one
tone,
strengthen ana regunue
cure
perity of the city besides that city's light team. The stretch of road can
11,673.
sus
kidneys and bladder, and to
member
He is an active
ba oiled from end to end ln a day and
census 9,045; atmosphere.
backache. Sold by The Capital PhaiPinal, thirteenth
of the Santa Fe Board of Trade, is
after one
twelfth census 7,779; eleventh census treasurer of the Archaeological So- we have figured out that
rn'icy.
thorough soaking no further oiling
prom4,151.
Is
and
very
Mexico
ciety of Now
is needed for two years.. The deep
IN .
NEW MOVEMENT
Santa Cruz, thirteenth census 6,766; inent ln the work of the First
soft sandy loam packs down perfectPUBLIC SCHOOLS. twelfth census 4,545.
church.
ly, Is absolutely dustless and smooth
San Antonio, Texas, Oct. 25. The
Yavapai, thirteenth census 15,996;
and permanent. There was probably
movement, the first ln the unueu twelfth census 12,799; eleventh census
CHARITABLE
AND
no worse stretch of road in the county
A GENEROUS
States to Introduce into the curricula S,685.
WISH.
than this piece south of the stockcensus 7,733;
thirteenth
of the public schools lessons on civic
Yuma,
"I wish ell might know of the bene yards. It is now we believe the best
beautiflcatlon and higher cmzensmp. twelfth census 4,145; eleventh census
Kidlliece In the county. We graded up
Improvement 2,671.
fit I received from your Foley's
has brought the Civic
Farm- the rond all the way ourselves, and it
ney Remedy," says L. N. Regan.
League and the school board Inquiries
Is worthy of note that out of the sum
not only from Texas but from other CENSU8 CLERK EPPERSON
er, Mo. His kidneys and bladder gave
and annoy of $200 kindly appropriated by the
Arkansas
stales, notably Georgia and furnished
TAKES A BRIDE. him so much pain, miserynor
sleep, ne county commissioners, we used only
ance, he could not work,
aBking that these lessons be
s
of the money by
in
savs Foley's Kidney Remedy com about
school boards and civic Domes
In Ottawa, Kan
and
cured him. Sold by The Cap working the rond intelligently
those localities. The example of San Was Married Sunday
pletely
economically.
sasRomance Dated Back Two
Antonio Judging from the interest It
ital Pharmacy.
Years Ago ln Colorado.
the south,
has excited throughout
the
Ernest E. Epperson, six feet one
promises to be adopted throughout
country. The secretary of the League inch tall, and Well known ln this city
is receiving scoreB of letters endors- where he served during the census of
out
ing the proposition and pointing
1910 as clerk ln the census supervis
what the league Is aiming to obtain, or's office, went to Ottawa, Kan., last
the practical education of the child week and returned this week with a
hnirlnnlnii at the primary grade ana bride. Mr.
Epperson "owned up' tocontinuing throughout the high school he was married Sunday in Otthat
day
oeauof
civic
course. In the principles
tawa, his bride being Miss Sadie Nutt.Si ,
tlflcation along physical and einnai The
t
wedding ceremony was performes
of
Antonio,
women
San
The
lino
mothers' ort hv the Rev. S. I. Rose, of the
the
and
the
teachers
pecially
Methodist Episcopal church.
clubs of the various schools, have
Mr. Epperson met his bride ln Gren
fnkn ud the movement ln energetic.
two years ago wnen sne
fashion. They believe that results to ada, Colo.,
tho honeflt of the city will become im was visiting friends there.
Mr. and Mrs. Epperson expect to
mediately manifest and that through
home for they
this general education great projects make Santa Fe their
like New Mexico better than either
having to do with tne Deauuncaiuni
few Colorado or Kansas.
of the city will result ln the next
tovln

r.

...

,.,

m

f

years.

CONNECTICUT SHOWS INCREASE
OF ONLY 22.7 PER CENT. MISS CARROLL

-

THiS

The home of Kit Curson, the great
American hunter, scout and frontiersman, located at Taos, Taos county,
has been purchased
by the grand
lodge of Masons of New Mexico which
recently met at Roswe.l.' There the
sum of $1500 was raised and this sum
insures the success of the project to
purchase the home of this famous
member of the Montezuma Lodge A.
t & A. M. at Santa Fe and preserve
The
a historic landmark.
It as
house is an old adobe and is much
visited by tourists and artists at the
of" its historic inpresent time because
terest.
generally
Carson,
Christopher
known as ."Kit" Carson, was born In
and
Madison
Kentucky,
1809 in
county,
when quite young was taken by his
parents to Howard county, Missouri.
At the age of 17 he became a hunter,
trapper and professlonad guide. He
acted as guide to Fremont in bis exploration in the Rocky mountains
conducted parties over land
(1842-'7- )
to California during the rush of 1849-5- 0
to the newly discovered gold fields.
Ho settled in New Mexico In 1854 and
became) TJ. S. Indian agent at Taos. He
for
was breveted brigadier general
services rendered here chiefly as a
scout during the Civil war. He died
in 18C8 at Fort Lynn, Colo.
Many of his relics now are in the
Masonic lodge rooms here and are visThere Is a monuited by tourists.
ment to him in front of the federal
building on Lincoln avenue. Kit Car
son was a frequent visitor here and
Is remembered by .the old timers.
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$1500
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Penitentiary

Grand Lodge Officials Met at Good Roads Commisiion
Roswell and Subscribed
Ready to Proceed With
Work on Road.
Liberally

.....

.ry f

Landmark

.5
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RECOVERING
FROM PISTOL wuunu.
Snn Antnnio. Texas, Oct. 25. After
and
lying for three months paralyzed con
nmotirjillv siieechlcss in such a
endandition that an operation would
Carroll who
ger her life, Miss Annie,
wounded by a revolver in u"
hands of James P. isari, Jr., ner nwior,
after a quarrel, Is now recovering at
ih
Snnta Rosa hospital and physi
cians are pronouncing it tne mosi
remarkable case of Its kind tne ioca.
medical fraternity has seen ln years.
had folParalysis of the right side
relowed the shooting and as a last
sult a difficult operation on the skull
on the brain
whereby the pressure
This
was released was performed.
lit-f- i
was after she had rallied little by
nn
picture had been
taken to show the extent of the
wounds ln the skull. Small particles
of bone were embedded ln the brain
and their removal, to insure a return
i
health, was Imperative. Now thetindeyoung woman Is able to talk,
stand and move ireeiy an
and complete recovery Is predicted,
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DESTRUCTION
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FIRES WA8 VAST,
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In Idaho and Montana Alone Fifteen
Million Dollars of Timber

Were Destroyed.
HON. ATANASIO ROIBAL
Washington, Oct. 24. Six billion Delegate From Pecos, San Miguel County, and Who Was Educated in Santa
fifteen
at
valued
board feet of lumber
Fe.
million dollars were destroyed in refornational
in
the
fires
cent forest
anil
of Montana and northern idano
Hon Atanasio Rolbal, delegate in territorial legislature and In 1907
The total area burned over in this the constitutional convention from 1908 he was a member of the board of
one district is one million and a quar
commissioners of San Miguel
, countv
San Miguel county, is warmly wel-ter acres.
col,nty and waB cbairraan 0f that
corned to this city by Santa Fcans, for bo(rd
WELL KNOWN LAS VEGAS
he was educated at St. Michael's Col- j jir. Rolbal served efficiently as
AWAY.
BANKER PASSED
enumerator of both the census of 1900
thiB city and Is much inter-ln
Velege
Las
known
F. B. January, a well
and 1910 and held other minor ofof the capital.
the
in
ested
prosperity
his
at
forenoon
the Occidental
gas banker, died this
Mr Roibal was born Mny 2, 1859. flees, such as agent of
Kimoi
hnina ln the Meadow (Jity
Michael's College Life Insurance Company of Albuquer-herSt.
He
attended
that
was
It
thought
stones. At first,
etc.
leaving school in 1879, He be- que, notary public,
he was Buffering from typhoid lever.
In the election of 1906 Mr. Rolbal
gan work as a clerk with Walsen andcommls-warN. M., and was after- ran for the office of county
Chamborialn's Cough Remedy haB Levy at Pecos, to the
position ol eloner without any opposition,
promoted
of
cures
coughs,
Its
for
become famous
He Is a business man who has won
it bookkeeper, He remained as such for
colds, croup and Influenza. Try
the respect of both merchants anil
four
harmful
no
years.
contains
It
need.
life he
when in
In 1S98 Mr. Rolbal served as assist- - customers and ln his political
resubstancejind always gives prompt
ant chief clerk of the council in the haB made good.
all
druggists.
Sold
lief.
by

et

1

AfrE EIGHT

eighteen years, died at Albuquerque
yeBterday of scarlet fever. She was
the disa heroine, for she contracted
ease In nursing four little girls, the
one
of
of
her sister,
step children
whom also succumbed to the dread
' Mm)
disease. The other three are on the
mad to recovery owing to the nursing
Miss Sherman.
ed the wires from the batteries and given them by
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 20, 1910.
Sentenced ;to Prison for Life At El
Fire at Artesla Fire badly damaged caused an explosion of his gasoline Poso, John Leech was sentenced for
a frame block at Artesla, Eddy coun- which scattered nil over him inflict- life for the murder of ErneBt Kohl-berbut not serious burns.
ty, the property of the Dyer, Hardwlck lng painful
Winter at La Vegas "Snow, the.
and Company.
Officers of Grand Chapter The
first that has been seen here In many
Death of Infant Child The Infant
of Royal Arch Masons
grand
fell
the
months,
during
greater part of the chapter
child of Mr. and Mrs. Pedro Garcia
territory at Roswell chose as
of
all
of
last
and
The
today.
night
to
died at Est uiida, and was taken
officers for the coming year: J. C.
storm began with a drlztllng rain Its
I.
.si
i...... n,nJ lilah nrloa( On.
Tajlque for Interment.
11 o'clock a u"-last
By
V
early
evening.
marA
Issued
pe'
Marriage License
"
stiff breeze had
8Zf
sprung up In the
riage license has been Issued to Mari- north and was
- C1!ftn
hlh rleBt- z'f!"",a
J0?"
driving before It a
ano Romero and Elolsa Marquee of
kln:
"
atorm.
took
The
temperature
heavy
J- - Ma-- a
Wlllard, Torrance county.
decided drop and Las Vegas was S,mta Fe- - grand crlbe' Ar,hl,r
Yardmaster Transferred E. A.
grand
AU)uquerque,
'
in
the
of
real
winter
clasped
grasp
HON, JAMES B. GILCHRIST,
yardmaster at Raton of the weather.-- La.
treasurer: A. A Keen Albuquerque.
Vegas
Optic.
of the Substantial Bu.lnes.
Santa Fe railway, has been transDelegate From Fierro, Grant County, and One
gnd
of Texas Cttle
School
Population
Men In the Convention.
ferred to Colorado Springs.
returns give lfniJSZ
, latest school census
,
Young Fulkeraon Dies Bert Fulker-son- Texas
'
cities the following school rice,
a young man, of Springer, who
El
Paso 7166; Galveston ?rt,,
,to.lMV
at
was arrested last week for trying to population:
Hon. James B. Gilchrist delegate to perlnte'ndent of the Iron mines
L
sojourner;
. i fcn Roswell,
. ..
mt... croi
Fierro. He continued in that capacity
kill his mother In a fit of insanity,
n arrow ou.r.
inari
tne constitutional
convention iru.u
Laredo
enDenlaon
Paris
3.4S0,
3.727,
was
until 1895, and In 1S9G he
has died.
Sherman
Teiarkana Rya' Arfh f,talu; ,3b?
3,015.
Fierro, Grant county, Is one of the gaged In mining operations In Mexi
A
McNabb Out on $500 Ball E. O. 3.020, '
co, in 1897 he was at the same pur
charged
McNabb, a .traveling man,
suit In Cripple Creek, Colorado.
with the murder of H. H. Hargis at
Aman"
Mr.
Vaughn. Guadalupe county, is out
,ucm"lgrand master first veil; Paul reutsch.'tne flrm of Gilchrist and Dawson deal- - It was in the year of 1898 that and
der 500 bond.
ers In general merchandise lu Fierro Gilchrist returned to Grant county
.........
..-- ! Albuquerque, grand tiler.
n : i. a. i : b..i.
,
,
I
atAAIn
...roliir. the following year the firm of Gil
Burglars Busy Again at Las Vegas-Burg- lars
" :"-?- T
withdrew a large'
at Las
v.7 "
n Br...,'. christ and Dnwson was established
night before last entered the terday Trom Vegas,
"
fifof
the
which
.ku...ndbrin
store of the Las Vegas Mercantile spike
nrnvlne also a valued factor This flrm opened up property
,hm n.' Mnrnhf ind Miss Cnmnnnv
". '
teen momns oia Kennem nosiora. -- Ml
r thA
..' rievnlnnmpnt
for vears
nf thlfl- eltv. In
of the lemtOry hod
Company at Las Vegas, and rifled the
n- .:ITnrf-rv-- - v..,An.ln.
a
aomesor
son
of
Estner
Mrs.
the
riosrora,
Mr. Gilchrist is president
cash register but did not secure more
'lon
h Is active
"J firm of Gilchrist and Dawson, which
tic at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Sig- - and to Mecced Vijil and Nina Sauso, through
'
than 5.
his
and
through
railroad
building
of
Tesuque.
firm owns the Copper Rose mine east
Martha E. Marce-lin- mund Nahm. The child will recover,
To the Asylum
Files Tax Sulta District Attorney timed efforts to get capital invested of
Unconscious-M- iss
Mlna
Found
Santa Rita and now leases to other
of Liberty, San Juan county, was
In
this
tax
Territory,
E.
has
filed
about
C.
Abbott
forty
domestic at Las Vegas, was
New Mexico parties. Mr. Gilchrist also has extend
to
came
brought to the city yesterday by Sher- Keese. a
Gilchrist
Mr
and
district
In
office,
clerk',
suits
the
at
on the floor
the
ed hlB efforts to other lines. The G,
iff Dufur of San Juan county. He will found unconscious
Stern. A some of them date back as far as in 1891 a. chief
O. S. Cattle Company, of which he is
take her to the territorial insane asy- home of Mr. and Mrs. Jacob
1899.
1. said that there win be a ver City and
It
summoned
and
who
was
physician
lum in Las Vegas.
secretary and treasurer, has its headHe superi
tax situation pany
diagnosed the case a. appendicitis general awakening to tie
quarters on the Sapello. This com
Contract Let for School House
n- In this
a result of M, Abbott,
a.
woC.y
the
enTe
An
young
saved
operation
pany bought out the Mountain Range
The school district of Obar, Quay
be-SCattle Company, also the stock inter
and
Iron
county, has let to L. C. Miller of Nara-visa- , ,DB...th,
Company
Fuel
Colorado
1910.
MONDAY, OCTOBER 24,
ests of Mrs. O. C. Carpenter and of
the contract for the construcn operation, there they m d.
y.reveenr,,,gt, IZque
Eighteen Families From Clovl- sthe old G. O. S. Company, merging
tion of a modern $5,000 concrete
Fe
Santa
the
with
rangementa
families
from
Clovls, Curry
is one of the Eighteen
them under the company's present
school house at Obar.
n
oa Albuquer-.couname.
Typhoid Fever at Fort Worth Two
Mr Gilchrist Is a Democrat In poli
Hindus, ill with typhoid fever In a
tics but his large business Interests
hospital at Fort Worth, Texas, this
to the ground
Roswell
burned
have claimed most of hla attention
mttroaA
veek escaped naked from their wards are the limit"
on Wednesday afternoon
although he has been honored by his
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 21. 1910.
Colorado
and were overpowered by six firemen
Kittle' M. R. Baker Retires Last week M.
Vegas-- Mrs.
Died at Las
ori ,na, compIet,OI1 party before his selection as one of
on the streets. .
the last legls-- l
- R. Baker, a member
Mr Gllchrl8t nad the constitution makers of New MexGabaldon Is Dying Antonio Gabal-do- Burkhuerker, aged 60 year., died yeico.
of the line and was also
is dying at Albuquerque from terday at La. Vega, after severa,
Illness.
last week.
stab wounds received
ceeded by Manuel P. Manzanares.
Las,
Marriage License l,wed-- At
Ellseo Chaves is being held on the
Work, NMp Cu.rvA. FATAL ACCIDENT NEAR
which was Intense. She was buried
Gabal-don'- s
8ne, h&d
Vega, yesterday, a marriage
eve;A
nt men
charge of having been one of
COUNTY, in the country cemetery Sunday
QUAY
HOLLENE,
Sa'hche.
wa. granted Jose
assailants.
the vicinity of Cuervo, Guadalupe
Just across the road from the
ning,
both
,
wee,
wUh the vlew Qf!
house where she had spent
Wedding at uelen On October 24, and Caslmlro GarcU, aged 24,
.
.
.
...
Year Old Girl Thrown Out school
mnntv
Mimi.1
i
bi uutung
a large iraci 01 jana unuer
at the Catholic church at Belen, Miss aohu juk,
many happy day. attending school.
Run
and
Over,
of
Fear
Carriage
I rrl
Anaehe Indian.
Hon
Inspire
Trinidad Baca, daughter of Mr. and
She leaves a father and three broth
Death Ensued.
seen outh
Coa Hign at Fort Sumner "Coal
ers to mourn her loss. Her brothers
Mrs. Juan Rey Baca, and Jose Cha- Apache Indian, have been
con-'
and
80d
Ft sumner last winter for $5
were over In Texas picking cotton and
ves, son of Mr. and Mrs. Crescendo of Lordsburg, Grant county,
While W. W. Metcalf wa. going were unable to attend
fall it is selling at $8.
th
Iderable uneasiness is entertained as .
the funeral
Chaves, will be married.
counthe1
at
Quay
house
Hollene,
his
from
on
a
that
They
wtn
be
vicinity.
Tmg
She and her father were keeping
great hardship
Guilty of Murder in the Second D- to their purpose in
in- afternoon
no
have
on
the
last
field
costume,
mother
In
a
money
ha. been dead
Friday
poor
house as her
primitive
:ty, to
egreeFrancisco Enriquez was found are dressed
Fort Sumner Index.
j
are on the war- - nohow."
n passing through a gate the team hit several years.
guilty of murder In the second degree dicating that they
In a Salooo John
i(he gate pogt edging it to throw
at Las Cruces for killing a bystander path, but seem to be only scouting the Dropped Dead62
years, a native of!year M A1Ue JIetcalf, his daughter, MOST UNIQUE CEREMONIAL
around Dog Head mountain McCann, aged
while he was shooting at' a man at
SESSION OF MYSTIC SHRINE.
and nearby canon.. Fires may be seen Ireland, dropped dead in the Palace out oyer tne Sash board and unaer
La Union, Dona Ana county.
He seemed in
of the bar at Silver City.
Honstonr Texas, Oct. 25. Imperial
the v&g0D, l0 failing she grabbed
Abused
His Wife Rafael Rivas nightly on the highest peak,
of good health and wag laughing when!one o tne traces and wa8 dragged Potentate of the Nobles of the Mystic
was given $10 and costs, or 15 days in mountains north west and south
would indicate that there1, he suddenly fell over. He had been Beverai rodg before her grip gave out Shrine, Fred A. HIncs, ha. promised
jail at Albuquerque, for abusing his twti which
-- vw.
,and Bne ten unaer.ine lasi uiuviub to come from his home In Los Angeles
wife. W. Lee, S. Laubach, M. Torres, are more Indians than the tnree , rooo ior
i slwiiu h :wag0n which In the nrst tan ana in to Austin, Texas, to be present at one
voygio.
near
several
seen
people
costs
by
Apache,
M. P. Pender paid $5 a piece and
was particularly hard on
night
nesday
,ater accllients,Jhe wagon which was of the most Unique ceremonial set
for looking at the wine while it was Dog Head.
the train load of poor Texas dogtesthe
ordlnary heavy farm wagon ran sions of that very unique order which
Mrs.
Willard
red
unloaded here this week. A number
Typhoid Fever at
j.,.d and cheBt three has ever been held ln this country.
Wlllard
of
The
the
Coal Veins
Dee Pedrlck, editor
have already died and dogs and coyo- tmeg- - During this time Mr. Melcalf The Shriners will take possession of
Opening More
at
fever
HI
la
with
Is
Coal
typhoid
Company
Record.
tes will probably winter well along wag doIng all ln hl8 power to catch the
Rocky Mountain
great chamber set aside for the
'
the river, If the cattle do not." Fort f,, fmm but could not. 0n seeing his house of
prospecting for coal In the canyons Wlllard. Torrance county.
representatives in the state
north of Blossburg, Colfax county. A
Pol.oned by Condensed Milk The sumner Keview.
daughter, who was only 12 yearB old, capltol, the seventh largest building
hlld of Mr. and Mr.. R. Rob
six foot vein of domestic coal has infn
Alamo Forest Reduced In Size A fall and Die wagon run over her he In the world, and will there Initiate
been discovered near Raton and Is to ertson, died at Estancla, from the ef- presidential proclamation ha. eliminimmediately hastened to her side to the largest class ever taken Into the
be developed.
fects of taking condensed milk that ated Otero county from the Alamo na find that she wa. very seriously hurt Shrine ln this Btate at one time. All
Infected in tional forest, 245,450 acres as chiefly
Wedding at Meadow City At Las had become poisoned or
and he made a hasty run to Mr. Ware's of the temples of Texas will Journey
s
valuable for agriculture, and added well a half mile away to try to revive to Austin to participate.
One of the
Vegas yesterday, MIbs Elizabeth Wat-rou- some manner.
for22,333 acres as more valuable for
and Thomas Gilpin were married
reasons for this gigantic meeting is
Grand Lodge Officers
her, but to no avail.
Appointive
est use. The additions take effect lm
at the church of the Immaculate
Later the neighbors carried Allle to to complete arrangement, for attend
The following are the appointive officare Mr. Ware's house which Vas the near- ance
ceptlon by Rev. M. A. D. Rivera. ers of the Grand Lodge A. F. & A. M. mediately, but the elimination,
upon the meeting of the Imperial
1.
and
held
until
up
Charles Trambley was best man,
January
est to where the accident occurred council to be held ln Rochester, N
of New Mexico, which convened this
t
.car-le"The
Fever
at
bridesmaid.
8carlet
Miss Louise Watrous,
Gallup
next summet
where everything possible to relieve
Roswell: Grand caplain, I.
The week at
fever scare ha. subsided and no the suffering child was done. She reMasonic Grand Lodge Officers
W. Dwlre, Taos; senior grand deacon, new
The
cases
old
at
of
are
time
Masons
Roswell,
a
case,
Grand Lodge
reported.
NAMED
Junior
gained consciousness for shprt
COMMISSION
C. J. Crandall, of Santa Fe;
are about all well, and as the proper good bye she' realizing that death was
has elected the following officers:
TO REPLACE DUELING
Raleigh 8. Hare, Las
him
called
and
observed
have
been
her
father
Grand master, E. L. Medler, of Albu- grand deacon,
and recognizing
precautions
Cruces: grand marshal, W. D. Beals, there Is little
Lisbon, Oct. 25. A commission was
danger now from the to her side, kissed him and bid him
querque; deputy grand master, W. B. of
named today to establish a court of
Hlllsboro; senior grand Bteward,
Coun
fever."
the
senior
hand.
of
McKinley
at
Silver
near
of
grand
spread
City;
Walton,
Benjamin W. Randall; junior grana ty Republican.
She finally passed away at 3 p. m. honor which is designed to, replace
warden, Maurice R. Williams, of Las
steward, A. C. Raithel, of Demlng;
which relieved her suffering tl e practice of dueling. ,
P.
W.
Fever
Scarlet
at
Saturday
Junior
warden,
Albuquerque
grand
Vegas;
Paul Teutsch, of Albugrand
tyler,
Delia
of
and
"Maria
of
Valdez,
secretary
daughters
Roswell; grand
Chisum,
querque; grand .word bearer, J. P Mr. and Mrs. Emlllo Valdez, recently
A. A. Keen.of Albuquerque.
Cerrillo..
went to Albuquerque to attend school.
Drew Piece of Peanut Into Lungs McNulty.
New and Interesting Change of Pro- Delia, the youngest, was taken sick
and Died The two year old child ol
Gold
"The
with scarlet fever shortly after her arT. P. Bell died at St. Mary's hospital gram at the Elk.' tonight.
at Roswell from the effects of drawing Necklace," "How Hubby Got a Raise," rival at Albuquerque, and was taken
"Base
a small piece of peanut Into Its lungs. "An Arizona Romance" and
to the Sister's hospital, where the litThe parents reside at the Yellow ball." That's all.
tle girl is almost well again. For a
V
.
House ranch.
OCTOBER 22, 1910.
time the parents Were much alarmed."
SATURDAY,
AlbuArrested for Keeping Premises UnMarriage Licenses Issued At
Springer Stockman.
E. A. Mlera Buy. Putney Store
querque yesterday marriage licenses sanitary F. L. Pearce was arrested
A
!
were issued to Francisqulta Salazar, at Albuquerque yesterday for keep- L. B. Putney of Albuquerque has sold
'
outhouse
an
Gutierthat the entire stock and good will of the
of Canoncito, and Donaclano L.
ing on hi. premises
N.
Is
at
merchandise
store
unsanitary.
Putney general
rez, of San Antonio, and to Silvia
Sears and Clayton Hocker, of Albu- "El Blen Publico Vincent Thomas Jamez, Sandoval county,, to E. A.
same
of
of
the
Mlera,
county.
Cuba,
Is the editor of a new paper at Taos,
querque.
the The Putney store, now the Micra, Is
Burned While Adjusting Automo- El Blen Publico. Juan N. Vigil
one of the largest and best stocked
bile W. P. Hall was badly burned president and Enrique Gonzales the
stores in the country, being
at Artesla, Eddy county, while adjust- treasurer of the publishing company, inland
some fifty miles from a railroad, all
ing his automobile. He short circuit- while Mr. Thomas is the secretary.
overland by
goods
being hauled
freighters.
Kutz
W.
Dies of Typhoid-Geo- rge
George
W. Kutz, a well known businessman of Lumberton, Rio Arriba
: V;
;
county, died last week of typhoid fevil. HHllinlilil
MBMIililrie
er at his home, He was aged C6
,
HON. MALAQUI A3 MARTINEZ.
years and was one of the early settlers of San Juan county, having taken
Delegate From Taos County, of Which He Is the Recognized Political
on
Has
Bloomfleld
a
Honors.
Received Many
homestead below
up
Leader, and a Republican Who
the San Juan river ln 1879. He later
(By courtesy of B. M. Head.)
went to Lumberton and engaged in
merchandising, lumbering and coal
Hon. Malaqula. Martinez, delegate in 181)7 Mr. Martinez was appointed
mining.
to
by Governor Thornton delegate
Typhoid at Fort 8umner "The fact from Taos county, to the constitutionthat two cases of typhoid originating al convention, Is the recognized politi- the Irrigation Congress ln the east
a
In
and
career
1899 he began
long
lr. town are Just across the street cal leader of Taos county.
le was
Arriba
from each other does not, of Itself, born in Mora county In 1860 and wns as senator from Taos, Rio
was apand
He
Juan
San
counties.
prove anything; but it offers a sug- educated in the schools of the Chrisa member of the Banltary
gestion that If followed up, might re- tian Brothers ln that county. In 1873 pointed
from 1905 to 1907 he Borv-esult ln discovering one source of con- he continued his schooling with the board and
under Govornor Otero as a memtamination. Every one found and Brothers ln Ocate and five years later
ber of the penitentiary board. In 1906
done away with Is a step toward entered the employ of his brother,
he was named translator to the comsafety. It', up to the health officer in Daniel Martinez In a mercantile es- mission on the revision of the law.
Boon
Martinez
Mr.
particular and the neighborhood in tablishment.
of New Mexico.
branched out for himself for at the
general." Fort Summner Index.
Mr. Martlnes was appointed a memcontract
with
AT
a
21
he
made
of
RESERVATIONS
AND
OCTOBER
1010.
age
TICKETS
25,
TUE8DAY,
ber of the board of water rights by
and
to
furnish
the
hay
Martigovernment
Llnceses
CITY OFFICE IN
Ruperts
Marriage
Governor Curry. In 1909 he was apnez, aged 18, and Ramon Padla, aged lumber for Fort Union.
pointed a rogent of the Spanish-America- n
re
Martinez
a
1S90
Mr.
out
of
the
In
took
both
year
21 years,
Normal School at El Rlto
Chlmayo,
NEW MEXICAN BLDG.
wedding license here and will be mar turned to Tao. and became active ln ftnd In September, 1909, Mr. Martinez
ne
to
1891
From
Santa
ln
Cruz,
rle Monday
politic.
wawa(1 appointed by Governor Curry
or ,
county assessor and ln 1895 ritorlal oil Inspector succeeding InTyphoid at Kelly "Both Dr.
and Dr. Thomas say that our he was elected county school superin spector Grlmshaw, a position which
UNION DEPOT.
Mr. Martinez now holds,
spring water Is 'positively unfit to tendent
Mr. Martinez is well versed ln EngThe following year he wa. the Redrink, at least without boiling.' It
of
the
lish and Spanish and he 1b an excep- has probably been the cause of so publican nominee for member
much typhoid fever ln our town."
leglslature and was the only Republl- tlonally pleasing and forceful speaker
can to be elected from Taos county. Jin the latter language.
Magdalena News.

Wayside Jottings. )
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WHEN GOING

EAST OR WEST
use the

piOr.RANDK

Shortest Line to Denver,
Colo. Springs and Pueblo

a

S. Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on NoTO SUICIDE. vember 83, 1910, Vis: Jose Benabldos,
transferee ot Montoya E. Montoya,
Is Cause for Third Denver Cuba, N. M., for the claim ln Sec. 20
III Health
and 29. T. 20 N It, 1 W., N. M. P. M.
,.' Ite 8eeklng to Shuffle Off
ft B.
These Mortal Coll..
He names the following witnesses
Denver. Colo., Oct. 200. "I couldn't
wife
nrove his actual continuous adverse
to
milt iiHnkinir. That', why my
killed herself. She begged me to stop, possession of said tract for twenty
but I couldn't. The curse or liquor is years next preceding the survey of the
It I had been able townBhtp, viz:
mi awful thing.
to slop
Juan Montoya, J. J, Salazar, Jose
drinking everything would
have been all right.
Benabldos, Celso Sandoval, all of
"My wife cried when Bhe asked me Cuba, N. M.
to leave liquor alone. I meant to do
Any person who desires to protest
She sob- against the allowance of said proof,
It, but I fell for the liquor.
when she nw or who know, of any .ubstantlal reabed and said good-byme under the influence. A few minu- son under the law. and regulations ot
why .uch
tes later she took poison.
the Interior Department
"1 can't gat sober.
The game is proof should not be allowed will be
adove
uo with one. I've tried, but It doesn't given an opportunity at the
e
do any good.
It was drinking that mentioned time and place to
I'm through. 1
the witne.Be. of said claimant,
caused this trouble.
want to die myself."
and to offer evidence in rebuttal ot
A D. Newton made the above con that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
fession last night. His wife had comRegister.
mitted suicide Sunday night by tak
ing carborllc acid. Newton wa. intox
Notice for Publication.
icated when Interviewed, i
(01.1776)
Ha attempted to commit suicide last
Coal Land.
night but was foiled by friends. New
Small Holding Claim No. 4357.
ton was dazed and declared tnat ne
was tired of life. He wanted to poison Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
himself.
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct 8, 1910.
A sufferer
from tuberculosis for
Notice is hereby given that the fol
60 year,
Alfred
Winter,
twenty years,
lowing named claimant has Bled noold, wa. found dead in bed yeiterday.
tice of his intention to make final
An empty bottle of chloroform lay oy
proof In support of hlB claim under
his Bide. Neither Mrs. Mary Winter,
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
his wife, nor hi. children believe that
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
Winter took the chloroform with sui- by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
Dr. Orr, Mb phyBlcian,
cidal intent.
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
believes Winter took an overaose oi be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
chloroform as a narcotic.
S. Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on No
vember 23, 1910, viz.: Elisea Montoya,
GRAND FATHER CLAUSE
transferee of Juan Blea, Cuba, N. M.,
IS CONSTITUTIONAL. for the claim in Sec. 19, T. 20 N., R. 1
'
Guthrie, Okla., Oct. 26. The grand- W, N. M. P. M. ft B.
father nlnme" amendment to the elec
He names the following witnesses
tion laws was held constitutional to- to prove hlB actual continuous adverse
itnv bv the Btate supreme court. The possession ot said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of the
clause disfranchises many negroes.
township, viz.:
FOR MOrTtHAN THREE DECADE8
Celso Sandoval, J. J. Salazar, Lua
been
has
and
Tar
Honey
Foley's
ciano Gonzales, Atanaclo Jaramlllo,
household favorite for coughs, colds all or Cuba, N. M.
and ailments of the throat, chest and
Any person who desires to protest
Contains no opiates. Sold by against the allowance of said proof,
limes.
The Capital Pharmacy.
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations of
Publication.
Notice for
the Interior department why such
(013785)
proof should not be allowed will be
d
Coal Land.
given an opportunity at the
e
Small Holding Claim No. 1244 and
time and place to
3241.
the witnesses of said claimDepartment of the Interior.
ant, and to offer evidencS ln rebuttal
United States Land Office.
of that submitted by claimant.
1910.
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 8,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
fol
the
Notice Is hereby given that
Register.
nofiled
lowing named claimant has
tice of his intention to make final
Notice for Publication.
proof ln support of hi. claim under
(013774)
sections 16 and 17 of the act ot March
Coal Land.
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
Small holding Claim No. 4314.
by the act of February 21, 1893, (27 Department of the Interior,
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
United States Land Office.
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 8, 1916.
S. Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M. on No
Notice Is hereby given that the folG
vember 23, 1910, viz.: Meregllda
lowing claimant has filed notice of
Mlera, transferee of A. Duran and J. his Intention to make final proof In
H. Matthews, Cuba, N. M., for
the support of his claim under sections
claim in Sees. 28 and 32, T. 21 N., R. 16 and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891
1 W, N. M. P. M. ft B.
(26 Stats., 854) as amended by the
He names the following witnesses act of February 21, 1893, (27 Stats.,
to prove his actual continuous ad 470), and that said proof will be mad
of said tract for before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct
verse possession
twenty years next preceding the sur Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on November
vey of the township, viz.:
A. Mlera,
23, 1910, viz.: Eplmenlo
Luciano Gonzales, Celso Sandoval, transferee of Pedro Montoya, Cuba,
Atanaclo Jaramlllo, J. J. Salazar, all N. M. for the claim ln Sees. 29 and 31,
of Cuba, N. M.
T. 20 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M. ft B.
Any person who desires to protest
He names the following wltneBses
against the allowance ot said proof, to prove his actual continuous ador who knows of any substantial rea verse
possession of said tract for
son under the law. and regulation, twenty years next
preceding the surof the Interior Department why .uch vey of the
townBhip, viz.;
proof should not be allowed will be
Atanaclo Jaramlllo, J. J. Salazar,
given an opportunity at the above- - Celso Sandoval, Reyes Lucero, all of
mentioned time and place to cross-eCuba, N. M.
amine the witnesses of said claim
Any person who desires to protest
ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal against the allowance of said proof,
of that submitted by claimant.
or who knows of any substantial reaReview.
son under the law. and regulation, of
MANUEL R. OTERO,
the Interior Department
why such
Register proof should not be allowed will be
d
given an opportunity at the
Notice for Publication,
e
time and place to
the witnesses ot Bald claim(014137.)
Coal Land.
ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant,
Small Holding Claim No. 6105.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office,
Register,
Santa Fe, N. M Oct. 8, 1910.
i Notice is
hereby given that the fol
. Notice For Publication.
lowing claimant has filed notice of his
(013847.)
Intention to make final proof ln .up-poCoal Land.
of his claim under sections 16 and
Small Holding Claim No. 5375.
17 of the act of March 8, 1891
(26 Department of the Interior,
Stats., 854), a. amended by the act of
United State. Land Office,
February 21, 1893 (27 Stats., 470), and
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 8, 1910.
that said proof will be made before
Notice 1. hereby given that the folloJuan C. Sandoval, U. 8, Ct. Comr, at wing-named
claimant has filed noCulm, N. M on November 23, 1910, tice of bis Intention
to make final
viz: Atanacla Trujillo, of Cuba, N.
proof in support of his olalm under
M., for the Lots 3 and 4, and 8. 2
sectlonB 16 and 17 of the act of March
NE.
Sec. 8, T. 20 N R. 1 W N. 3, 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
M. P. M.
the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
She names the following witnesses 470), and that .aid proof will be made
to prove her actual continuous
ad before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct
verse possession of said tract for Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on November
twenty years next preceding the sur- 23,1910, viz: Pedro Segura, of Seno-rltvey of the township, viz:
NW. 4 and
N. M, for the W.
Atanaclo Jaramlllo, Ramon Casados, E. 2 NE.
Sec. 22, T. 20 N., R. 1
Reyes Jaramlllo, Iuclano Gonzales, all W., N. M. P. M.,
..
of Cuba, N. M,
He names the following witnesses
Any person who desires to protest to prove his actual continuous adverse
against the allowance ot said proof, possession of said tract for twenty
or who knows of any substantial rea years next preceding the survey of the
son under the laws and regulations of
township, viz:
the Interior Department
why such
Lronlclo Lucero, Flavlo De la O,
proof should not be allowed will be Jose de Jesus Archlbeque, Benardo
d
given an opportunity at the
Archlbeque, all of Senorlto, N. M.
time and place to cross-eAny person who desires to protest
amine the witness of said claimant,
the allowance ot said proof,
against
and to offer evidence ln rebuttal of or who knows of any substantial reathat submitted by claimant.
son under the laws and regulations of
MANUEL R. OTERO,
why such
the Interior Department
Register.
proof should not be allowed will be
d
given an opportunity at the
Notice for Publication,
e
time and place to
(013708.)
the witnesses of said claimant,
Coal Land.
and to offer evidence ln rebuttal of
3247.
Claim
Small Holding
No.,
that submitted by claimant.
Department of the Interior,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
United States Land Office,
Register.
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 8, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that the fol
lowing-nameclaimant has filed no FOR OVER FIFTY YEARS
tice of his Intention to make final MRS, WINBM.OWS SOOTHINQSYRUP
peen luou ior over nrty yHRi-ny
proof ln support of his claim under Hftd
of MOTHBKH
for their
MILLIONS
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March OHIIjDKKH WIIIIjM TKKTHING. with
HIKITHK8
It
PKHKKOT StmilKSH.
the
the United States. There is nothing OHII.l),
HOFTHNB
the GUMH, ALLAYS
3, 1891, (26 Stat.., 854), a. amended all PAIN; ODKKS WIND 01)1,10 mid U
woia
ior
inn.nw.tNA.
Dy
by the act of February 21, 1893, (27 ,rheMt remedy
In evary tmrt tit the world. H
Stats,, 470), and that said proof will fiure and ank for "Mm. Wlnlow'i Hoothln
ymn." and take no other kind. 30
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U. boltte'
DRINK DRIVES

Died of Scarlet Fever t Albuquer
aged
que Mies Margaret Sherman,

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 27, 1910.
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